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P R E F A CE

Despite the economic crisis, the ITWM has continued to grow

In 2009 the ITWM Futures, our future themes, was started.

and was able to close out 2009 with a positive operating re-

This also represents a measure for the long-term development

sult. Declining income was offset by project revenues from

of new business areas. With the motto “Innovation through

research promotion and economic stimulus plans from the

mathematics – mathematics for innovation”, five socially and

German Federal Government and the State of Rhineland-Pa-

economically relevant themes have been promoted and ad-

latinate, in particular. Many of the newly granted projects are

vanced. There was already a great deal of preliminary work in

long-term investments, so we assume that 2010 will be anoth-

these areas within the institute, but they had not been em-

er successful year for the ITWM in spite of the continued eco-

phasised before, because the work was of an interdepartmen-

nomic crisis.

tal nature. In the process, the ITWM focus lies in the role of
mathematics as a driver of innovation for:

In this connection, success does not necessarily mean the continued growth of the institute. Our overriding goal is to in-

Personalised medicine: The theme addresses the improve-

crease financial profits by the end of 2011 to at least the level

ment of the effectiveness of therapies as well as cost savings

of 2008. This requires additional effort in the increasingly dif-

through the use of optimized medications in the scope of a

ficult awarding of industrial projects as well as strategic mea-

greater individualisation of therapies. In order to achieve this,

sures which should have a stabilising effect in the mid-term

as much of a patient’s health-relevant data as possible – bio-

and long-term in regard to financial profits. This includes the

technological, geometric, historical, genotype and gene ex-

expansion of existing business areas as well as the establish-

pression profile – must be incorporated in connection with

ment of new business areas by broadening our spectrum of

treatment plans. By covering patterns in such clinical data and

capabilities. In this context, our cooperation with the Universi-

through the modelling, simulation and optimzation of the

ty of Kaiserslautern plays an essential role. Five new professor-

therapy process, mathematics can make significant contribu-

ships in mathematics with a direct link to fields of application

tions to this field.

of the ITWM have been announced, some of which have already been filled. In addition, with the founding of the “Felix

Robust and secure financial markets: The financial crisis in

Klein Centre for Mathematics”, an institutional link of research

2008 showed how susceptible the global and, c onsequently,

and education has been established between the Fraunhofer

the national financial markets and economies are to uncertain

ITWM and the Department of Mathematics.

ties. In the framework of the ITWM Futures, mathematical
models and algorithms for the recognition and avoidance of

An additional building block in the strategic interaction with

risks should be developed for such processes as well as for

the University of Kaiserslautern is the newly founded “Inno-

the efficient calculation of risk indicators and key figures. This

vation Centre for Applied System Modeling”. This centre, pro-

theme which plays a key role for the stability of financial mar-

moted in equal parts by the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft and the

kets is of the greatest importance for the personal financial

State of Rhineland-Palatinate, is a location in which the uni-

management of investors. Through such processes risks can

versity’s advanced, application-oriented fields of research are

be identified at an early stage and new protection methods

networked with the Fraunhofer Institutes. It combines the dis-

can be provided through more effective safeguarding.

ciplines of mathematics/computer science and engineering in
common research and development projects. In the mid-term,

Renewable energies: The share of renewable energies in our

new business areas will arise, which will also sustainably

energy supply increases continuously. Wind, solar, hydroelec-

strengthen the competitiveness of the ITWM.

tric and geothermal energies as well as the use of regenerative

4

raw materials will radically change the energy supply. Just as

State of Rhineland-Palatinate, in particular, for making allow-

important as the environmentally-friendly generation of ener-

ances for our extraordinary growth and setting the course for

gy is its effective use for the provision of the desired services:

the expansion, even though only four years have passed since

Mobility, light, heat, production, maintenance. The ITWM Fu-

we moved into the new Fraunhofer Centre.

tures addresses the generation, storage, distribution and control of the use of renewable energies from a mathematic per-

The ITWM appears in a whole “new” light in our 2009 annual

spective. Those are themes which are indispensable for the

report: at times mysterious, at times ultramodern, at times cryp-

mathematic modelling, simulation, prognosis and optimzation.

tic. The artists Ingo Bracke and Jochen Dewerth have installed
both fleeting and enduring images in the ITWM which effec-

Vehicle technology: Modern passenger and commercial vehi-

tively illustrate this time in our annual report.

cles are complex systems which are produced in a large number of different model variants and are used in variegated and

I wish you a stimulating and informative reading and would like

heterogeneous ways. With this multitude of variants and utili-

to express my warmest thanks to all partners of the ITWM for

sations, optimzation within the development process is imper-

the good collaboration and the trust they have placed in us.

ative in terms of partly competing features like driving dynamics, comfort, power and affordability. In light of continually
shortened development times and cycles, the mathematical
methods play a central role in the virtual product development
of vehicles.
Stochastics and homogeneity in processes and materials: The
fact that controlled knitting or weaving processes produce
very consistent textiles is not a surprise to anyone, but the fact
that turbulent, very irregularly acting currents help to produce
especially homogeneous fleeces is less obvious. Concrete,

Prof. Dr. Dieter Prätzel-Wolters

fibre-reinforced plastics or foams, for example, are mixed

Director of ITWM

products of which one actually only knows the probability distributions of the components, but they also exhibit a very consistent or homogeneous structure. Haphazard fluctuations can
also stabilise processes and thereby produce regularity. In the
ITWM Future stochastic models for production process and
product behaviour should help to clarify how regularity arises
from apparent haphazardness.
Our urgently needed expansion construction successfully
passed all elements of the approval procedures in 2009 and
we can assume that the constructions measures will be completed by the end of 2011. At this point I would like to take
the opportunity to thank the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft and the
5

Retrospection of 2009

1

Mathematics congress at Berlin
1 Final discussion on

With the “Mathematics in Practice” congress on March 24th in Berlin, the Fraunhofer Institutes

mathematics congress

ITWM and SCAI linked their successful activities in 2008, the Year of Mathematics. Cornelia
Quennet-Thielen, State Secretary in the Federal Ministry for Education and Research, and Prof.
Hans-Jörg Bullinger, President of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, opened the event, where the
representation of high-level members of the industrial sector also emphasised the importance
of modern mathematics as a cross-sectional technology for economic and innovative power.
Despite the enormous importance of mathematics for technology and society, it is often limited to a shadowy existence in the general public and in schools. In order to counteract this,
many students were also invited to the convention and were given the opportunity to apply
their mathematical knowledge in modelling workshops.

siam fellow
The Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM) selected Prof. Helmut Neunzert for
its Fellows Program; with this distinction, SIAM recognised his outstanding contributions in the
field of applied mathematics. He is amongst the 183 experts who were nominated during the
annual meeting in Denver. The Society for Applied Mathematics was founded by mathematicians working in the industrial sector in the US in 1951 and currently has over 11,000 members
worldwide: mathematicians, computer scientists, engineers, mathematics teachers and students.

Berthold-Preis
Hans Rieder and Dr. Martin Spies from the Image Processing department were honoured by
the German Society for Non-destructive Testing (DGZfP) in Münster with the Berthold-Preis.
With this distinction, the DGZfP honoured the years-long work of the two ITWM scientists in
the development of a powerful ultrasonic process for the non-destructive testing of complex
components on the example of ship propellers, which are difficult to test on the basis of their
curvature and material characteristics. Hans Rieder and Martin Spies pursued an “integral approach” in the process: modelling and simulation of the testing application are only a part of
the whole, which also includes the testing and the evaluation of the results. In a similar manner
to that of medicinal computer tomography, the raw data can be prepared in a two- or threedimensional image in order to recognise errors in the material or in weld seams and to prevent
any material failures.
6
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2

fraunhofer Vision technology Day
The Fraunhofer Alliance Vision held its second Technology Day on October 8th and 9th at the

1 Better than cinema:

Fraunhofer ITWM. Innovative technologies for industrial quality assurance with image process-

Science in 3d at the Tech-

ing play an important role in modern production processes; different processes are used de-

nology day

pending on the task. Material characteristics of the test subject, production environment, metrological requirements – these are parameters which must be taken into consideration in the

2 The Fraunhofer-Truck

selection of the right technology. Technology Day provided an overview of potential processes
and the current state of technology in short lectures. The central focus was on the inspection
and characterization of surfaces, optical 3d measurement technology and object recognition,
as well as various image-providing processes like X-ray, thermography, ultrasound, terahertz,
microwave and shearography.

Fraunhofer-Truck
The large lorry was a particular highlight: The Fraunhofer truck was available for two days for
viewing in the centre’s parking lot. On the occasion of the 60th anniversary of the FraunhoferGesellschaft, the newest developments from the areas of health, environment, energy, safety
and communication were presented in the spacious interior of the truck and sent on a tour of
Germany. The Fraunhofer truck was especially interesting for school classes: The available tours
were completely booked up within just a few days.

Selected LAndmark of ideas
The innovative symposium with affiliated trade exhibition “Digital Engineering for Commercial Vehicles” in the Fraunhofer Centre were first-rate. The emphasis of this symposium is the
exchange of experience between researchers and users. The symposium is a component of
the innovation cluster “Digital Engineering for Commercial vehicles” in which the Fraunhofer
ITWM and the Fraunhofer IESE, together with the cluster partners from the industry, analyze
and optimize the digital inner life of tractors, lorries and excavators. The goal of the cluster is
to expand the knowledge of the high-tech experts from research and industry in step with actual practice. The two Fraunhofer Institutes also brought the digital inner life of the heavy machines closer to the public with an open day at the end of October, which was arranged coinciding with the pending ceremonial act for awarding the prize on October 28th and attracted
several hundred visitors to the Fraunhofer Centre.
7
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2

open doors at ITWM and IESE
1 The artist and his crea

In addition to conducted tours of the buildings, films and lectures, there was a series of ex-

tion: Doug Fitch in the

hibitions in the atria of the two institutes on the open day: The ITWM came up with error

“Listening Chair”

search on leather, flooding simulations and the visualization of multidimensional data; the IESE
opened its laboratory facility for life assistance systems and offered robotics workshops. On

2 Light on! Exhibition

commercial vehicles like an agricultural machine from John Deere or a truck-mounted crane,

opening to Ingo Bracke´s

the visitors were able to get a glimpse of the technologically elaborate inner life of such ma-

light drawings

chinery. A miniature excavator also introduced visitors to excavators. The event was not without culture, either. Two sculptures from New York artist Doug Fitsch were unveiled in the
ITWM. “Listening Chair” and “Library Chair”, which the artist called “applied sculptures”: objects which were created to be used and to additionally provide a stimulating atmosphere. Actors Hannelore Bähr and Reinhold Weiser introduced the two chairs with a scenic reading.

light installation
For two months the light drawings of Ingo Bracke were on display on facades and in the
atria of the Fraunhofer ITWM in Kaiserslautern. The architecture became the grounding and
image space where the light artist cast his web of lines and in which he left traces of his writing. Observers unexpectedly saw the light images of Bracke extending and transforming into
the room. To his side, in contrast as well as in congruence, was the painter Jochen Dewerth.
Like Bracke’s light drawings, his work emphasises written gestures which, by contrast, he developed and set up in dark rooms. The two are not unlike the macro images generated in the
institute or 3d models of spongy tissues.

Award for Green HPC
At the opening address for the International Conference for High Performance Computing
SC2009 in Portland, the Fraunhofer ITWM was awarded a special prize: the Institute’s dedication to the use of environmentally-compatible computer technology was honoured with one
of the HPCwire Readers’ and Editors’ Choice Awards. In this connection, special attention is
paid to the sustainable use of high-performance computing technology. The annually awarded HPCwire Awards highlight product success and awareness level within the worldwide HPC
community.
8
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2

joseph-von-fraunhofer-preis 2009
Emeralds, rubies and the likes are referred to as colored gemstones by experts. They sparkle
and shine with varying intensity, depending on the cut. A new machine can achieve the best
possible cut and extract up to 30 per cent more precious stone from the raw material.
“We were astounded when our customer, Markus Wild, approached us and we were not at all
certain whether mathematics could offer a solution for the very complex problem of volume
optimization of gemstones,” says Dr. Anton Winterfeld from the Optimization department.
Jointly with his colleague Dr. Peter Klein, he received one of the 2009 Joseph von Fraunhofer
prizes for the development of GemOpt, a new industrial process for the volume-optimized uti-

1 Polishing of a tsavorit

lization of colored gemstones.
2 The laureats:
In contrast to diamonds, there are innumerable combinations of types and proportions of cut,

Dr. Anton Winterfeld and

and types of facet patterns for colored gemstones. When chosen correctly, the interplay of

Dr. Peter Klein

these variables ensures the luster in the stone, its shine. Sometimes just a few facets are sufficient to make a gemstone sparkle, sometimes several hundred. The task was to set limits on
what seemed to be infinite and to calculate the optimal volume. The mathematical approach,
which finally resulted in a solution, originated from the area of general semi-infinite optimization. This involved a new type of algorithm, which had until now only been theoretically defined. The team at the ITWM continued to develop this approach and implemented it for this
specific problem. The result is an outstanding achievement, also in scientific terms. The second
essential part of GemOpt is process control, which Dr. Peter Klein has worked out. For this he
ascertained precisely how raw gemstones behave when processed and transferred his findings
to the control unit of the machine.
The machine runs fully automatically. First of all, the raw stone is measured. On the basis of
these data, the computer calculates optimal embedments, proportions and facet patterns for
different basic geometries. The customer then opts for one of the proposed solutions and the
machine begins cutting. The process control unit is finely balanced, so that the machine does
not split the stones as it cuts them. The system then moves seamlessly on to the polishing step.
The 17 axes ensure that the stone can move along any desired path. The machine cuts the facets to ten micrometers exactly – the stones are therefore perfectly geometric. A further advantage is that the machine can produce identical stones – ideal for necklaces. Cutting with the
machine can result in up to 30 per cent more weight. This puts a significantly higher price on
the stone.
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fraunhofer ITWM

Head of Administration
Dr. Marion Schulz-Reese
T. +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-45 12
marion.schulz-reese@itwm.fraunhofer.de
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Institute profile
Computer simulations are an indispensable tool in the design

The specific competences of the ITWM are

and optimzation of products and production processes, services, communication processes and work processes. Real

■■

Processing of data acquired from experiments and observations

models are replaced by virtual models. Mathematics plays a
fundamental role in the creation of this virtual world. Mathematical models cut horizontally across a landscape of vertically

■■

Drafting of mathematical models

■■

Implementation of mathematical problem-solving in numer-

arranged scientific disciplines and technological applications.
This transverse character of mathematics makes it a “generic

ical algorithms

technology”; as a basis for bridging into the simulation world,
however, it also becomes the key technology for computer
simulations which have found their way into nearly all areas

■■

Summarization of data, models and algorithms in simulation
programs

of economic life. Increasingly more small and medium-sized
companies utilise simulation for cost reduction. It is specifically these companies that the Fraunhofer ITWM supports with

■■

Optimization of solutions in interaction with the simulation

■■

Visualization of simulation runs in images and graphics

consultation and computing power. They profit in the market
through the use of simulation as identification for innovation
and quality assurance of their products.
Of course, we also work together with large companies, especially in the motor vehicle sector, in machine construction, the
textile industry, in microelectronics, with banks and the computer industry. Consultation in R&D questions, support in the
use of high-performance computer technology and provision
of custom-tailored software solutions are integral building
blocks of our work .
Along with the implementation of this technology in application projects and its further development in research projects,
the close collaboration with the Department of Mathematics
at the University of Kaiserslautern is also a point of emphasis
for the Fraunhofer ITWM. The classical disciplines of applied
mathematics such as numerics, optimization, stochastics and
statistics as well as differential equations are cornerstones.
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t h e INSTITUT e IN n u mb e r s

budget
Operating budget development in million €

Naturally, the worldwide economic crisis has also left its mark

industry

on the ITWM. Industrial revenues fell by nine per cent in com-

public projects

parison with the fiscal year 2008, but they were still far above

base funding and

the figures from 2007. In the sectors of motor vehicles and

Fraunhofer-internal programs

machinery construction, in particular, a fairly significant decline in orders was recorded in 2009. Altogether, however, the
ITWM benefited again from its widely diversified commercial
sectors, so that deficits in industries which were shaken by
the crisis could be compensated for by new orders in other sectors. The fact that the high percentage of financial profits from orders from foreign companies could be sustained in
2008 and 2009 was especially promising.
In the meantime, it is also worth noting that over 47 per cent
of industrial profits came from small and medium-sized companies. However, 2010 will reveal whether the ITWM can

15

master the crisis situation in the mid-term. In comparison

14

with many other Institutes of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, the

13

ITWM was far above the average with an industrial profits
37 %

12
11

Therefore, on the whole, the year can be considered a very

30 %

10
9

successful one for the ITWM. The operating budget increased
by an additional eight per cent in 2009 and the fall in indus-

33 %

trial profits was more than compensated for by the increase in

8

23 %

7

26 %

profits in the public sector. In comparison with 2008, profits
from public projects increased by more than 30 per cent. The

29 %

6
5

share of 37 per cent based on the 2009 operating budget.

33 %

hope is that the results achieved in these projects will affect

25 %

an increase in industrial profits in the mid-term.

4

As before, the ITWM remains a sought-after cooperation

3
2

44 %
42 %

41 %

37 %

partner for other Fraunhofer institutes, and as a result, an additional increase of subsidies from internal programs was
recorded in 2009. In spite of everything, the ITWM looks opti-

1

mistically to the future and attempts to remain competitive in
2006

14

2007

2008

2009

order to maintain its successful market position by expanding

into new fields of expertise and intensification of mathematical research in promising application areas.
scientists and technicians
central services
Budget development ✱
Operating budget
Investments
Total

2006

2007

2008

2009

10  550

12  163

14  035

15  170

332

1 720

383

894

10  882

13  883

14  418
✱

16  064
thousand €

PhD students
other employees
research assistants
interns
trainees

Personnel development
In consideration of the economic crisis, personnel develop-

425

ment in the ITWM was approached more cautiously than in

400

recent years in at least a few departments. On the whole, a

375

growth of over eight per cent was recorded in the personnel
department. Twelve new employees were hired in the ITWM

325

ates is a further indication of the attractiveness and the level

300

of scientific excellence of the ITWM. Additional strategic alli-

275

lished in 2009, should further intensify the development of

225

million Euros were raised from Fraunhofer and the State of

200

tre for Applied System Modeling”. The centre, commonly built
with IESE, was officially opened in January 2010 and initially

150
125

be advanced more efficiently in the innovation centre, which

100

commercial sectors in the innovative areas of applied mathe-

49

8

157
151

36
141

111
27

30

24

175

set up for four years. Common strategies and projects should
should ultimately contribute to the establishment of new

48

48

250

new staff. It should also be mentioned at this point that 12.8
Rhineland-Palatinate for the “Kaiserslautern Innovation Cen-

9

350

in 2009 and six resigned. The high number of 59 postgradu-

ances with the University of Kaiserslautern which were estab-

4
8

61

59

24

52

37

18

19

113

117

123

2007

2008

2009

23

17

75

matics and computer science. With the new innovation centre,

50

mathematics and computer science contribute to the further

25

91

strengthening of the overall profile of Kaiserslautern.
2006

15

C o s t u m e r s a n d c o o p e ra t i o n par t n e r s

■■

Abbott GmbH & Co. KG, Ludwigshafen

■■

Donaldson Corporation, Bloomington (USA)

■■

Adam Opel AG, Rüsselsheim und Kaiserslautern

■■

E.ON Anlagenservice GmbH, Gelsenkirchen

■■

Albany International, Saint-Junien (F)

■■

EADS Deutschland GmbH, Ottobrunn

■■

Assenagon GmbH, München

■■

EKF diagnostic sales GmbH, Barleben

■■

AUDI AG, Ingolstadt

■■

ESI Group, Paris (F)

■■

Ballard Corporation, Burnaby (CDN)

■■

Eurofilters NV, Overpelt (B)

■■

BASF SE, Ludwigshafen

■■

Evico GmbH, Dresden

■■

Bayer Technology Services, Leverkusen

■■

Fleetguard Filters Private Limited, Pune (IND)

■■

Biffar GmbH & Co. KG, Edenkoben

■■

Freudenberg & Co. KG, Weinheim

■■

Blue Order AG, Kaiserslautern

■■

Fugro, London (UK)

■■

BMW AG, München

■■

GE Transportation Systems, Bad Dürkheim

■■

Bomag, Boppard

■■

Geo Imaging Solutions, Houston (USA)

■■

BPW Bergische Achsen Kommanditgesellschaft, Wiehl

■■

Gesellschaft für Reaktorsicherheit, Köln

■■

Finanzagentur GmbH, Frankfurt / Main

■■

GKD Gebrüder Kufferath AG, Düren

■■

Burgmann Industries GmbH & Co KG, Wolfratshausen

■■

Görlitz AG, Koblenz

■■

Commissariat á l‘Energie Atomique, Saclay (F)

■■

Hamberger Sanitary GmbH, Rosenheim

■■

Corning GmbH, Kaiserslautern

■■

HegerGuss, Enkenbach

■■

Cortronik GmbH & Co KG, Rostock

■■

Hochschule der Sparkassen-Finanzgruppe, Bonn

■■

Daimler AG, Stuttgart

■■

Honda R&D Co., Tochigi (J)

■■

Deutsche Investitions- und Entwicklungsgesellschaft, Köln

■■

IBM Deutschland, Böblingen

■■

Det Norske, Trondhein (N)

■■

IBS Filtran GmbH, Morsbach

■■

Deutsche Apotheker- und Ärztebank, Düsseldorf

■■

Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi (IND)

■■

Deutsche Bahn AG, Frankfurt / Main

■■

Infineon Technologies, München

■■

Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum, Heidelberg

■■

J. Eberspächer GmbH & Co. KG, Esslingen

■■

DEVnet GmbH & Co KG, Grünwald

■■

John Deere, Mannheim und Zweibrücken

■■

DLR – Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.,

■■

Johns Manville Europe GmbH, Bobingen und Wertheim

Braunschweig, Göttingen und Stuttgart
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■■

Julius Glatz GmbH, Neidenfels

■■

Rockwool International, Hedehusene (DK)

■■

Keiper GmbH & Co. KG, Kaiserslautern und Rockenhausen

■■

Saint-Gobain High Performance Materials, Northboro (USA)

■■

Küttner Automation GmbH, Trier

■■

Salzgitter Mannesmann Forschung GmbH, Duisburg

■■

Leder- und Gerberschule Reutlingen e.V., Reutlingen

■■

Schmitz Cargobull AG, Altenberge

■■

Magma Gießereitechnologie GmbH, Aachen

■■

Schottel Schiffsmaschinen GmbH, Wismar

■■

MAN Truck & Bus Deutschland GmbH, München

■■

SIEDA GmbH, Kaiserslautern

■■

MANN+HUMMEL GmbH, Ludwigsburg

■■

Siemens AG, Energy Sector, Singapur (SGP)

■■

Maschinen- und Anlagenbau Eirich, Hardheim

■■

Siemens AG, Heidelberg

■■

Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston (USA)

■■

Spree Hybrid- & Kommunikationstechnik GmbH, Berlin

■■

MeVis Medical Solutions AG, Bremen

■■

Statoil, Stavanger und Trondheim (N)

■■

Mines Paris Tech, Paris / Fontainebleau (F)

■■

Stryker GmbH & Co KG, Duisburg

■■

MTU Aero Engines GmbH, München

■■

Universities: Augsburg, Bayreuth, TU Berlin, Bonn, Bordeaux,

■■

NOGRID GmbH, Mainz

■■

Nonwovens Cooperative Research Center,
NC State University, Raleigh (USA)

Cambridge, Chemnitz, Dresden, Frankfurt/Main, Göttingen,
Halle-Wittenberg, Kaiserslautern, Karlsruhe, Linz, Marseille,
Oldenburg, Ulm, Universität für Bodenkultur, Wien
■■

Universities of Applied Sciences: Darmstadt, Emden,

■■

Oerlikon Neumag, Neumünster und Linz

■■

Paul Wild OhG, Kirschweiler

■■

Voith Paper Fabrics, Heidenheim

■■

Polysius AG, Beckum

■■

Volkswagen AG, Wolfsburg

■■

Pöyry GKW GmbH, Mannheim

■■

Volume Graphics GmbH, Heidelberg

■■

proALPHA Software AG, Weilerbach

■■

Volvo CE, Konz und Göteborg (S)

■■

Procter & Gamble, Schwalbach

■■

Wärtsilä Propulsion Netherlands, Drunen (NL)

■■

R+V Versicherung, Wiesbaden

■■

WashTec Ag, Augsburg

■■

Reckitt Benckiser Produktions GmbH, Ludwigshafen

■■

Westinghouse Electric Germany GmbH, Mannheim

■■

RJL Micro & Analytic GmbH, Karlsdorf-Neuthard

■■

WestLB, Düsseldorf

■■

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart

■■

Wipotec GmbH, Kaiserslautern

■■

Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Pensberg

■■

WVE GmbH, Kaiserslautern

■■

Rock Solid Images, Houston (USA)

■■

Wyatt Technology Europe GmbH, Dernbach

Kaiserslautern, Westküste, Südwestfalen
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b o ar d o f t r u s t e e s

fra u n h o f e r g r o u p i n f o rma t i o n
and technology

August Altherr, John Deere Werke

Shorter innovation cycles have turned IT knowledge into a
perishable commodity. The Fraunhofer Information and Com-

Dr.-Ing. Erwin Flender, MAGMA Gießereitechnologie GmbH

munication Technology Group (ICT) provides support in the
form of customized solutions, consulting, and contract re-

Dr. Werner Groh, Johns Manville Europe GmbH

search for new products and services. The Fraunhofer ICT
Group comprises 14 institutes as full members (among them

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Hackbusch, Max Planck Institute for

also the Fraunhofer ITWM) and three associated members,

Mathematics in the Sciences

representing a workforce of roughly 3000 employees and a
yearly budget of approximately 175 Million Euros. Its central

Johannes Heger, HegerGuss GmbH

office in Berlin serves as a one-stop shop, referring customers
to the appropriate contacts.

Prof. Dr. Peter Jagers, Matematiska Vetenskaper Chalmers
The complementary focal fields of the participating institutes
Dr. Wilhelm Krüger, Blue Order AG

cover the entire value chain of the ICT industry. The business
areas are:

Kurt Lechner, Member of the European Parliament
n

Medicine

n

Automotive

Agriculture, and Viniculture in Rhineland-Palatinate

n

Production

Ingo Ruhmann, Federal Ministry of Education and Research

n

Digital Media

Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Sauter, FE-DESIGN GmbH

n

Energy and Sustainability

Prof. Dr. Helmut J. Schmidt, President University Kaiserslautern

n

Financial Services

Dr. Mattias Schmidt, Procter & Gamble Service GmbH

n

Security

Hans-Joachim Strüder, Landesbank Baden-Württemberg

n

E-business

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Wahlster, German Research Center for

n

E-government

n

Information and communication technologies

Prof. Dr. Helmut Neunzert, Fraunhofer ITWM
Richard Ortseifer, Member of the Ministry for Economy, Traffic,

Artificial Intelligence
Dr. Achim Weber, Member of the Ministry for Education,
Science, Youth and Culture in Rhineland-Palatinate
Dr. Christof M. Weber, Daimler AG
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t h e fra u n h o f e r - g e s e l l s c h af t a t a g l a n c e

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is the largest organization of applied research in Europe. As a non-profit organization, it currently maintains approximately 80 research units – including

Itzehoe

59 institutes – at more than 40 locations throughout Germa-

Lübeck

ny. A staff of approximately 17,000 employees – mainly qual-

Rostock

Bremerhaven

ified scientists or engineers – works for the annual research

Oldenburg
Bremen

budget of 1,6 billion Euros. More than half of industrial profits

Berlin

stem from projects with small and medium-sized enterprises.

Hannover

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft deals with research and develop-

Potsdam Teltow

Braunschweig

ment projects ordered by economy, the state, and the public

Magdeburg

Paderborn
Oberhausen

sector. International cooperation is supported by Liaison Offic-

Schkopau

Schmallenberg

Duisburg

es in the USA and in Asia.

Kassel

Sankt Augustin

Leipzig

Erfurt

Aachen
Euskirchen

Gießen

Dresden

Freiberg
Chemnitz

Jena
Ilmenau

Wachtberg

Research Topics of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft

Cottbus

Halle

Dortmund

Darmstadt
Würzburg

Adaptronics

n

Bronnbach
Fürth

St. Ingbert

Construction Technology

n

Saarbrücken
Karlsruhe
Ettlingen

Energy

n

Freiburg
Holzen

Straubing
Augsburg

Medical Engineering, Environmental and Health Research

n

Microelectronics

Freising

München

Garching

Oberpfaffenhofen

EfringenKirchen
n

Nürnberg

Pﬁnztal
Stuttgart

Information and Communication Technology

n

Bayreuth
Erlangen

Kaiserslautern

Prien

Holzkirchen

	Nanotechnology

n

Central address
	Surface Technology and Photonics

n

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung
n

Production

n

Traffic Engineering and Logistics

der angewandten Forschung e. V.
Hansastraße 27 c

	Defense and Security

n

80686 München
Phone: +49 (0) 89 /12 05-0
Fax:

	Materials and Components

n

+49 (0) 89 /12 05-75 31

www.fraunhofer.de
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TRANSPORt processes
n

n

n

	flexible Structures
Flow
	Grid-free Methods

n

heat, diffusion, radiation

n

Model reduction

Head of Department
Dr. Raimund Wegener
T. +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-42 31
raimund.wegener@itwm.fraunhofer.de
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The work of the department Transport Processes is character-

ent the simulation of machinable production processes.

ized by the mathematical modeling of complex technical/natural-scientific problems and the development of efficient al-

The field “Heat, Diffusion, Radiation” has its roots in projects

gorithms for their numerical solution. From a mathematical

with respect to the cooling of glass by thermal radiation and

point of view, the respective problems from areas such as flu-

heat conduction. These have always been accompanied by

id dynamics, radiative transfer, acoustics, and structural me-

projects in the field of parameter identification, mostly in the

chanics are based on partial differential equations. From the

surroundings of glass industry, which have essentially contrib-

clients’ point of view, problems comprise the optimization of

uted to the development of mathematical competences. As a

products, the technical design of production processes, or

new, strategic, far-reaching theme for the entire department,

simulation based measurement methods. The past year was

the design of freeform lenses is being pursued. Here, a com-

initially characterized by the signs of the economic crisis. In

pletely new algorithmic approach was developed, which is far

the second half, however, there was an enormous upturn in

superior to existing solutions.

contract research. The department looks to the coming year
with great optimism.

The central objective of our research work in the field “Model
Reduction” is the development of a MATLAB® toolbox for the

The field “Flexible Structures” deals with the software tool

model reduction of large multiphysics FE systems. The special

FIDYST (Fiber Dynamics Simulation Tool), thus being especially

feature of this toolbox is its capability for parametric model re-

attractive for clients producing technical textiles or engineer-

duction. Besides, the group is also working on the further de-

ing the respective machines. However, new tasks also arise as

velopment of an audio-visual VR system, by which the acous-

a result of these activities, such as the subsequent, elaborately

tic situation of rooms (buildings, machine halls, and vehicles)

represented optimisation of needle patterns in the production

can already be experienced during the planning phase..

of nonwovens.
Within the field “Flow”, we offer the development of optimal
fluid-dynamical solutions of our customers’ problems; a large
part of these currently come from the area of mechanical engineering. We work on technical improvements on the basis
of fluid-dynamical computations (for example applying software tools such as FLUENT), as well as on optimal mathematical solutions, usually for appropriately simplified models.
With FPM (Finite Pointset Method), the group “Grid-Free
Methods” has developed its own solver for a wide range of
continuum mechanical problems, particularly focused on the
area of fluid dynamics. FPM is a grid-free method and as such
perfectly adapted for the solution of problems with a flow
area changing in time (multiphase flows, free surfaces). The
software is meanwhile being sold by the company NOGRID
GmbH. From the spectrum of work in the past year, we pres22

Design of Freeform Lenses
With freeform optics, surfaces can be illuminated according to individual parameters. On the

Christian Leithäuser,

basis of the desired light distribution on the screen and a given light source, the light rays on

Sabine Repke, Dr. Robert

the freeform surface are broken or reflected in such a way that the desired image appears on

Feßler, Dr. Jörg Kuhnert,

the screen. Since no additional elements are required for dimming or projecting and only the

Dr. Raimund Wegener,

area which really should be illuminated actually is illuminated, freeform optics achieve an ener-

Maike Lorenz, Dr. Matthias

getically optimal performance in a compact design.

Schäfer, Jan Marburger,
Simon Schröder, Dr. Martin

Freeform optics can be used in a variety of ways. In optical measurement technology freeform

Hering-Bertram

lenses can be used for the creation of striped patterns which are necessary for the measurement of three-dimensional objects. Unlike currently used DOEs, which generate undesired in-

Dr. Jevgenijs Jegorovs,

homogeneities (speckle) based on interference, freeform lenses provide fully homogeneously

Dr. Norbert Siedow,

illuminated lines. In image processing, freeform optics can be used for homogeneous illumi-

Oliver Tse, Walter Arne,

nation of surfaces which could otherwise only be seen from an extremely unfavourable angle.

Dr. Ferdinand Olawsky,

The area with the largest application potential for freeform optics is general lighting with LED

Dr. Simone Gramsch,

light sources. The advantages of LED can only be utilised in an economically optimal manner

Johannes Maringer,

if they are combined with freeform optics in order to only provide light where it is really need-

Sergey Antonov,

ed. At an art exhibition a painting should be illuminated and not a large section of the wall it

Dr. Dietmar Hietel,

is hanging on; a street lamp should homogeneously illuminate the street, but not the nearby

Dr. Jan Mohring

houses. In the automotive sector the electric car is a part of the future; in order to consume as
little energy as possible, LEDs are also used in this application. In combination with freeform
optics, the dimmed headlights, for example, can also bring light to the street loss-free without
dimming technology.
In recent years the ITWM has developed an algorithm for the design of freeform optics and implemented it in software with which it is possible to calculate freeforms in only a few seconds.
If design was the time-intensive part of the production of freeform optics in the past, today
it is the production itself. As a result, the Fraunhofer ITWM has combined its efforts with the
Fraunhofer Institute for Production Technology and the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Optics
and Precision Engineering in the economically strategic FREEFORM alliance in order to promote
the breakthrough of complex freeform optics in medium-sized industry on the basis of the special competences of the three institutes. The vision of the WISA FREEFORM is to design, produce and measure individual freeform optics within 30 minutes.
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© Oerlikon Neumag Austria

1

Optimization of Needle Patterns in the
P roduction of NonWovens
1 Needle machine of

Needle punching is a well-established method to bond nonwovens mechanically. The needle

Oerlikon Neumag Austria

punching process is based on the needles penetrating into the material with barbs perpendicular to the nonwoven surface. In the process, a part of the fibres in the nonwoven material is reoriented to the direction of the needle punch so that an interlocking of the fibres occurs. The
qualities of the nonwoven are heavily dependent on the line layout and the process parameters: Number of needles per linear metre, stroke frequency or feed per stroke, belt speed and
working widths.
An important production characteristic is the penetration density, which is defined as the number of punches per area square of the felt. Homogeneous penetration densities are desirable,
because they determine the strength and strain characteristics of the nonwoven. By contrast,
stripes or patterns on the material surface should be avoided. In close collaboration with Oerlikon Neumag Austria, the Fraunhofer ITWM has developed a software tool to simulate the
needle punch pattern and optimise the positions of the needles in the board according to
specified process settings.
The simulation of the needle punch pattern in the nonwoven can be easily described. The coordinates of every needle in the needle board are known in the machine and cross machine
direction. Without draft they are transferred directly to the punches in the nonwoven fabric.
Hereby, the feed per stroke in the machine direction is multiplied by the sum of the corresponding number of strokes. Since the material shrinks from the needle punching and is also
warped in the machine direction as a result of the transport by rolls, the ITWM has enhanced
this simple description through the inclusion of a draft model for the realistic simulation of the
needle pattern and has implemented it in a software tool. A comparison of the needle punch
patterns in the nonwoven simulated with draft to the punched nonwoven fabrics of Oerlikon
Neumag Austria showed a very high level of congruence.
On the basis of the innovative enhancement of the simulation of needle punch patterns with a
realistic draft model, needle boards can be evaluated and compared for different process conditions, particularly for various working points of the feed per stroke. The ITWM has developed
multiple evaluation criteria for this purpose, which reproduce the perceptions of the human
eye and thereby reproduce the subjective evaluation of the needle pattern in quantifiable sizes.
Of particular importance is the criterion density distribution, which determines the homogeneity of the needle punching, and the evaluation criterion of the directional distribution, which
serves for the analysis of stripes in the punch pattern. These two methods form the basis for
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1

2

the automated optimisation of existing needle patterns and for the automatic construction of

1 Needle-punched non-

new needle boards with customer-specific requirements. Additional methods for the evalua-

woven fabric section:

tion of the needle punch patterns originate from statistics and Fourier analysis.

Directional distribution

The earlier procedure for the construction of needle boards consists of the manual positioning

2 Needle-punched non-

of needles on the board. In the process, the experience of the design engineer plays an impor-

woven fabric section:

tant role in the development of the needle arrangement. With the simulation of needle punch

Density distribution

patterns and the implementation of evaluation criteria, the manual construction of needle patterns can be supported to a considerable extent. The evaluation methods provide the design
engineer with information about the zones in the nonwoven fabric exhibiting inconsistent penetration densities or markings. In addition, the simulation tool provides the possibility of identifying any such needles which cause these problems through a so-called inverse search. In
doing so, the design engineer is supported in the decision as to which needles require repositioning on the needle board in order to attain a better punch pattern. Naturally, this concept
can be generalised and expanded in order to design a needle board under full automation.
In the process, needles are successively placed on the board in adherence to the construction
conditions, such as the hole diameter or web thickness. In doing so, each new needle is added
in such a way that the produced nonwoven fabric has optimal characteristics. The quality of a
needle position is always determined by the evaluation criteria mentioned above.
This approach provides us with the opportunity not only to evaluate one simulated needle
punch pattern but also several needle punch patterns with varying process parameters (e. g. for
various feeds per stroke or drafts). Combining these measures of quality offers the advantage
of constructing needle boards that produce a good needle punch pattern for multiple working
points.
The successful development of simulation-based evaluation criteria for needle punching as a
basis for automated needle board construction as well as their implementation as software
with an operator-friendly user interface now enables Oerlikon Neumag Austria to develop needle patterns with customer-specific process parameters and with improved nonwoven characteristics in shorter times than in the past.
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1

FPM – Grid-free Simulation of Machinable
Production Processes
1 Chip formation on a

The Finite Pointset Method (FPM) is a numerical simulation method which has been developed

nickel-based alloyed steel

at the ITWM for ten years now. FPM allows for a very efficient solution of compressible and in-

(contours of plastic defor-

compressible flow problems. The method is particularly attractive because it is grid-free, thus

mation)

enabling the user to get high-quality computation results without requiring an FE grid, only on
the basis of an easy to handle numerical point cloud. Especially essential is the formulation of
the method in the form of a Lagrange method, i. e. the point cloud moves with the flow, thus
transporting physical information in a natural way. The complete waiver of a grid reduces the
effort of the user essentially to the formulation of sensible physical initial and boundary conditions. FPM can be applied in a particularly efficient way to flows with free surfaces and multiphase flows, the Lagrange approach resulting in the correct description of the free surfaces’
dynamics, without any additional algorithmic effort.
The inclusion of material laws into the FPM methodology is an important element. For example, if FPM is applied to classical flow problems, Newtonian material behaviour, which is described by a linear dependence of the viscous forces of the shear rate, is normally presupposed.
For real materials the Newtonian approach is often insufficient. In addition to the viscous forces, solid body stresses and strains which reflect the elastic and plastic material behaviour also
arise. Metallic materials, for example, distinguish themselves through their yield behaviour.
When the yield stress is exceeded, the material begins to flow locally. The flowing represents
a mixture of viscous, elastic and plastic processes. The FPM developments are currently concerned with the integration of descriptions of metallic materials. The focus lies on material
models according to Johnson-Cook and Zerilli-Armstrong. The goal is the simulation of chip
formation processes. Due to efficiency purposes this is relevant to run the highest possible machining speeds in industrial production. That means technological problems which appear to
be solvable only with great difficulty when not using the simulation approach. Some of the advantages of FPM can be fully revealed in machining: the machining process exhibits dynamically free surfaces, the grid-free approach enables the discretising of the problem in a natural
way, and the numerical solution does not depend on the grid topology. In addition, the influence of coolants can be optimally integrated into the model. On the on hand, the workpiece,
tool and coolant form different phases interacting by impulse and energy exchange. But on the
other hand they differ only by different material characteristics and therefore their interaction
easily can by modelled in FPM.
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Parametric Model reduction

In the simulation-supported design of machines or systems, one has to consider multiple levels

1 Optimal positioning of

of detail for different physical effects from structural mechanics, acoustics, thermal transport

a Piezo patch for active

or electronics. In order to simulate an electric circuit or a mechanical gear, engineers normally

noise reduction on the ba-

go back to commercial programs like PSpice or SIMPACK®. They describe a system by differen-

sis of a parametrically re-

tial-algebraic equations (DAE) with individual components requiring typically less than 100 de-

duced multiple field model

grees of freedom. On the other hand, in order to predict how changes of geometry of material
characteristics affect a component, a description by partial differential equations is unavoid-

2 Sensitivity analysis for

able. The resulting Finite Element Models often include several hundred thousand degrees of

an electrical transport

freedom. In order to describe the embedded system, the large FE models must, therefore, be

network using a para-

replaced by small DAE systems with as similar an input/output behaviour as possible, but with

metrically reduced model;

much fewer state variables. For important design tasks like geometry optimisation and sensitiv-

frequency fluctuation at

ity analysis or the identification of model parameters from measurements, these reduced mod-

Generator 3 through fault

els must also be parametric. In particular, it must be possible to create reduced models for new

at Bus 12

parameter sets without generating and reducing FE-models from scratch.
For this purpose, a new approach to parametric reduction, Matrix Matching, was developed
at the ITWM and incorporated into the Fraunhofer Model Reduction Toolbox (MRT). It solves
many problems where conventional methods fail: In geometry optimization, for example, interpolation can take place between reduced systems whose original FE models are meshed differently. An additional outstanding feature of the Matlab® toolbox, which was originally developed for the import and reduction of ANSYS® models, is a flexible library of problem-adapted
reduction methods comprising modal, moment and singular value based approaches. In particular, FE models which arise from fluid-structure or structure-heat coupling and are characterized by asymmetric matrices, non-proportional damping or many input channels can be embraced. In the meantime there is also an interface for the analysis tool PSAT for power supply
systems and models which are derived from measurements rather than numeric models can
also be interpolated.
The work was embedded in a large industrial project, the Marie Curie Network Smart Structures, a cooperation with Fraunhofer LBF and the BMBF project NetMod.
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flow and Material
simulation
n

	M icrostructure simulation and
virtual material design

n

Hydrodynamics

n

complex Fluids

n

mechanics of Materials

Head of Department
Dr. Konrad Steiner
T. +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-43 42
konrad.steiner@itwm.fraunhofer.de
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The department works on multi-scale modelling and devel-

numerically challenging for both the filtration of dirt particles

opment of efficient and robust simulation methods and soft-

and the design of separation systems by means of field flow

ware tools for a virtual material design integrated into the

fractionation. For floading simulation we are developing Co-

product development. In the product and process design

Pool, a special software solution for the evaluation of over-

the understanding and the consideration of local structur-

flow malfunctions in nuclear reactors, along with RisoSim for

al property-relationships of the fluids and materials on which

the risk management of the overflow safety of sewer systems.

they are based are crucial in many applications. The development, preparation and specific application of industrially suit-

The simulation of material mixtures, granulates, fibre or parti-

able multi-scale and multi-physics methods distinguishes the

cle suspensions all the way to solid body behaviour can be re-

unique position of the department. In every regard 2009 was

alised through appropriate modelling of the structural change

the most successful year since the founding of the department

effects between the fluids and particles and adequate numer-

ten years ago and has led to considerable personnel growth.

ical methods for continuum mechanics. All processes involve

Contrary to the general economic trend, projects and cooper-

dense suspension flows where physical effects must be taken

ations with industry are being expanded significantly and re-

into consideration in addition to the complex rheology. In the

sulting in an additional increase of income, both in percentage

CoRheoS software platform multi-physical phenomena can be

and absolute terms. The broad networking in knowledge was

easily combined and expanded. The transport and mixture of

advanced through the expansion of the interdisciplinary coop-

powders and granulates as well as powder injection moulding

eration at the research hub Kaiserslautern as well as through

processes are current simulation applications, as is the produc-

international cooperations.

tion of fibre-reinforced plastics and concrete components.

With our GeoDict software, which is currently used by many

An additional emphasis is the thermo-mechanical and acous-

customers and is distributed internationally, all essential het-

tic design of complex composites and porous materials in their

erogeneous material structures such as packed beds non-wo-

specific application behaviour. The efficient handling of multi-

ven fabrics, textile fabrics and composite materials can be

scale models is based on the robust, adaptive 3d grid gener-

generated and combined in true-to-life parameters. In addi-

ation algorithm for large volume data (TopMesh), efficient,

tion, structural property-relationships of porous materials and

non-linear finite element implementations (FeelMath) and gra-

composite or hybrid materials can be quickly and efficiently

dient-based topology optimization method (TopLevel). Along

calculated with different modules (permeability, filter efficien-

with questions of material design, such as the development

cy, diffusion coefficients, thermal conductivity, elasticity prop-

and dimensioning of innovative door materials, projects usu-

erties). In addition to the broad material-scientific applications,

ally involve multifunctional design questions in comprehensive

there are special tools for the design of filter media, fuel cells

cooperations i. e. thermo-mechanical properties of wheel steel

and press felts for paper machines.

structures, deformation behaviour of filter media and filter
bags, biomechanical behaviour of tissues and implants.

The developments in the field of hydrodynamics are concentrated on efficient numerical methods and software for flow
simulation and upscaling methods to master local phenomena. The enhancements of our filter design software SuFiS
were continued through a long-term cooperation with IBS Filtran. The correct prediction of local particle concentrations is
30

Development of New Materials for Doors
and Portals
In the selection of door materials, multiple criteria must be evaluated in a manner similar to

Kilian Schmidt, Dr. Ralf

that of other industries, such as motor vehicle construction. Additionally, the layer construc-

Kirsch, Konrad Bartkowski,

tion of door leaves for special applications must be evaluated. In the process, the great advan-

Dr. Jochen Zausch,

tage of simulation techniques over measurement and testing processes is the fact that evalu-

Dr. Sebastian Schmidt,

ation is possible without the production of prototypes. In the scope of the project, simulation

Dr. Katrin Roberts,

techniques and evaluation methods were specially developed for the selection of door materi-

Dr. Jürgen Becker,

als which can be used for the dimensioning and optimisation of doors in regard to thermal in-

Xingxing Zhang, Marco

sulation, fire protection properties and break-in resistance.

Buck, Priv.-Doz. Dr. Heiko
Andrä, Dr. Liping Cheng,

The starting point of the optimisation was the grouping of country-specific requirements in

Dr. Erik Glatt, Dr. Andreas

a criteria catalogue. Along with standards like the German Energy Saving Ordinance (EnEV),

Wiegmann

these requirements also include trade barriers such as import duties in countries outside of Europe. Finally, a corresponding performance and requirement catalogue for the material require-

Ulrich Egger, Cornelia

ments was created, which enabled the creation of a problem-adapted material data base with

Tillmanns, Dr. Aivars

new and conventional door materials.

Zemitis, Dr. Zahra
Lakdawala, Dr. Uldis

By using the developed simulation techniques, the properties of new and conventional materi-

Strautins, Dr. Dariusz

als could be evaluated and compared very quickly. In doing so, it was revealed that innovative

Niedziela, Priv.-Doz.

materials (insulators, fire protection materials, fibre-reinforced plastics, composite boards) have

Dr. Arnulf Latz, Clement

great potential in regard to the manufacture of innovative doors.

Zemerli, Dr. Konrad
Steiner, Dr. Stephan Rief,

In order to also prepare the company Biffar for changing requirements and new markets, it

Dr. Matthias Kabel, Inga

was provided with software tools developed at the Fraunhofer ITWM and its employees were

Shklyar, Tobias Zang-

trained in its use. A software tool which is now in use automatically calculates the heat trans-

meister, Iuliana Matei

fer coefficient of the door in accordance with DIN EN ISO 6949 on the basis of the door design
(door height, width, frame) and the construction of the door leaf. In this manner it can be ensured that the current requirements on thermal insulation are already fulfilled during the design process.
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1

Microstructure Simulation of Papers and
Dense sphere Packings
1

Three-dimensional visu-

alization of sphere packing

Properties of existing materials can be described by theories, measured by experiments or characterized by simulations on computer tomographical 3d images (CTs). For new materials, the
applicability of theories is sometimes questionable and the development through experiments

2

Visualization of virtual

paper CT as vREM

on prototypes is laborious and expensive. Therefore, there is a great interest in developing new
materials by means of computer simulations. For this virtual material design a realistic structure
model is required, where the variations one wants to investigate, are described only by a few
parameters. These models can be converted to virtual CTs (vCTs).
In addition to the models for synthetic fibres and sintered structures, in the past year the model for sphere packings was improved and a new model for paper fibres was developed. One
of the difficulties with sphere packings is the great variation in sphere sizes. On the one hand
these variations are intentionally used for the material design, one example are construction
materials. On the other hand they occur in real media like the fill material of dams or in natural
soil. As a result of these variations, given size distributions can only be realized with very large
numbers of spheres. To maintain high packing densities for these large numbers of spheres,
meaning solid volume fractions of over 60 per cent, unacceptably long computing times were
required in the past. With improved algorithms, these times have been reduced to a few hours
for realistic examples. The model for paper fibres was developed, because the existing model
of straight fibres with a constant cross-section was not sufficient to model real cellulose fibre
media. Paper fibres have great fluctuations in fibre width, irregularities in cross-section form
and local bends, which can be precisely reproduced in the new model. Cellulose fibre media
with high density have only become possible through a change of the structure-generating
mechanism.
For all vCTS, whether it involves sphere packings, cellulose fibres or other materials, the properties resulting from the geometry are important. Since real CTs and vCTs can be treated identically by a computer program, comparing all calculated properties with one another is no
problem at all. The uniform representation as vCTs also enables all properties to be calculated
for all material types. All structures and properties can be simulated with the GeoDict software. Thereby all calculations can also be performed by our partners.
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Analysis and Optimization of Paper Machine
Clothings
The basic principles of the paper manufacturing process are the same today as they were al-

1

most 500 years ago. The only difference is that forming, pressing and drying are optimized

watered step by step in

and fast processes within modern paper machines. Starting with a fibrous suspension (1 per

the different sections of

cent dry solids content), the emerging paper web is transported through the paper machine on

a paper machine. Modern

clothings at a speed of up to 2,000 m  / min (120 km  /  h). Along with the transport of the paper

clothings guarante optimal

web, these mostly textile structures also have the important task of supporting the dewatering

performance.

The paper web is de-

of the paper.

2

Simulation of fluid

In close collaboration with the company Voith Paper Fabric and Roll Systems, the behaviour of

flow through a virtual

press felts is analyzed and simulated at the Fraunhofer ITWM. This type of clothing is an essen-

press felt; the press felt is

tial component of the mechanical dewatering within the press section of the paper machine.

composed of a fibre layer

The optimised dewatering within the press reduces the use of thermal energy in the drying

(yellow), a woven (dark red

section, which considerably reduces energy costs and the impact on the environment.

and dark blue) and a membrane (blue). In the mem-

The mechanical dewatering is a complex fluid dynamical process which is influenced by effects

brane and the woven layer

ranging from the micro-scale (textile structure) to the macro-scale (press rollers with up to 1 m

the higher flow speeds

diameter). Accordingly, the analysis is also done by a multi-scale simulation. The starting point

(red) brought about by the

on the micro-scale analysis is a flow simulation by means of the GeoDict software developed

lower porosity can be seen

at the Fraunhofer ITWM. In the persued approach, GeoDict provides the capability of analysing

clearly.

both real and virtually created press felt structures.
By means of the NipDict software a multitude of machine parameters can be combined on the
macro scale with the data acquired from the micro-simulation. In addition to the dewatering
performance, this simulation also provides better insight into the dynamics of mechanical dewatering in order to support new developments. Along with the analysis of existing press felts
and paper machines, the simulation also provides the capability of testing innovations in the
early stage of development. In doing so, the artificial generation of virtual and innovative structures with the corresponding dewatering simulation guarantees a technological advantage.
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2

Asymmetrical Flow Field-Flow Fractionation

1

A sketch of the device

Asymmetrical Flow Field-Flow Fractionation, AFFFF, is simple and robust approach for separa-

and the separation process

tion of nano- and micron- size particles in solutions and dispersions. The technology is well de-

can be viewed on the pic-

veloped and widely used by large and by small pharmaceutical companies. A leading product

ture

in this area is ECLIPSE from Wyatt Technology Europe GmbH. The design of ECLIPSE is based
on careful analytical study of fluid flow and of separation in a microchannel.

2

The figure illustrates

a computational domain

Further improvement in the performance of the devices can be achieved via mathematical

together with patchlines

modeling and computer simulation. Three dimensional flow simulations allow for obtaining a

obtained in one of the

detailed view on the flow within the spacer, as well as on the particles transport there. Com-

simulations.

pared to the analytical considerations, the CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) simulations
provide more detailed information in the case of complicated geometry. This information supplements the analytical considerations in optimizing the flow regimes and in further improving
the design and the performance of the device. In particular, simulations with different size and/
or location of the injection pipe allow to study the influence of these parameters on the focusing area. Another important parameter influencing the focusing zone is the flow rate distribution between the two inlets in the case of injection through a separate pipe. In this case the
CFD simulations allow for observing the location of the focusing zone for each reasonable flow
rate distribution for any selected shape and size of the spacer. The size and the shape of the focusing area influences significantly the particles separation during the elution stage, and therefore its study is useful for further improvement of the design of the fractionation device. CFD
simulations allow for evaluation and pre-selection of designs, without building expensive prototypes.
CFD simulations allow to study not only the focusing zone, but also the time history of the
fractionation during the elution stage. In this way, an optimized flow control at the inflow during the elution stage can be selected.
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Simulation Methods for Granular Flows:
CoRheoGrain
Flowing granular materials are the basis of many industrial processes. Because of their complex

1 Test process for the

physical properties, they place high demands on the simulation, that is to say the modelling

visualisation of the inter-

and numerical solution. The difficulties in the modelling arise from the necessity to integrate

action of moving compo-

physical effects like stagnation and a maximum packing density into a hydrodynamic model.

nents with a granular me-

The numerical difficulties arise from the complexity and non-linearity of a model of this type.

dium; the plate is moved
horizontally through the

The Complex Fluids Group has developed such a model and demonstrated its industrial ap-

granulate at a constant

plicability in the scope of several successful projects. Different non-linear, finite volume meth-

speed.

ods were developed for the numerical solution. Modelling and numerical methods are implemented in the CoRheoGrain software – a module of the CoRheoS software platform. From the

2 Intermediate stage in

reading of arbitrary geometries to the visualisations, CoRheoGrain is able to cover the simu-

the simulation of the emp-

lation of granular flows. An important advantage of CoRheoGrain in comparison to particle-

tying of a silo through an

based methods like DEM is the treatment of the granular material as a continuum. This enables

outlet at the bottom; the

the simulation of both slow and fast granular processes with industrially-relevant material vol-

bulk material is homoge-

umes and realistic particle sizes of different granulates and powders in the customary CFD con-

neously distributed in the

text with similar computation times. The microscopic interaction of particles becomes part

silo at the beginning of the

of the continuum modelling here. In addition, the parallelisability of CFD processes can be

simulation.

achieved very effectively and is intensively investigated. These results can be applied directly to
the method in CoRheoGrain for the further reduction of simulation times.
In the past year the application field for CoRheoGrain was greatly expanded once again by the
interaction of moving components with granular media. Building on the initial success of promising testing (Figure 1), an industrial project for the simulation of mixing machines with rapidly
moving components was successfully completed. In doing so, enhancements arose for the simulation of the flow behaviour in silos. Inserts are often used for the improvement or the control of the flow behaviour. For example, the CoRheoGrain software can play an important role
in the optimisation of the type and position of such components. In Figure 2 a simple version
of one such silo is shown with an insert. This approach, as well as the complete parallelization
and the more precise modelling of the behaviour of granulates on solid walls will continue to
improve the usability and the quality of CoRheoGrain simulations in the coming year.
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Thanks to the continuous and reliable work of the depart-

scanning electron-microscopic, electron-tomographic and FIB

ment, Kaiserslautern is now considered an important image

tomographic images, the department tapped into new fields

processing location. This shows not only in the appointment

of application. This naturally also raised new problems, such

of the department manager to the Fraunhofer Alliance Vision

as the segmentation of the image components being relevant

coordinating council and to the advisory board of the Heidel-

for an analysis. Numerous collaborations with domestic and

berg Image Processing Forum. Moreover, users within the

foreign research institutions were pursued in the past year and

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft increasingly turn to the department

accelerated the use of research results within projects. Collab-

with image processing questions, so the ITWM is now the first

orations with the Ecole des Mines in Fontainebleau, the Civil

stop for image processing questions in the Fraunhofer Alliance

Engineering Department at the University of Kaiserslautern,

Leichtbau.

the Darmstadt University of Applied Sciences and the University of Linz were particularly fruitful.

We are especially pleased that sustainable projects with several
local companies materialized in the past year; this includes

The most important innovation of the past year for the organi-

projects with Wipotec Wägetechnik, Keiper, Blue Order and

zation of work within the department was the introduction of

Glatz Feinpapiere. In the process, multiple opportunities arise

the internally-developed graphic algorithm design tool ToolIP,

to strengthen regional industry with the help of modern image

which now simplifies development, testing and optimization

processing methods. Long-time experience in the development

of algorithm chains for surface inspection tasks. In addition,

of algorithms and software for industrial image processing

ToolIP facilitates the method exchange, in particular, between

and for quality assurance, in particular, combined with new

the microstructure analysis and surface inspection work

mathematical methods, is incorporated into the solution of the

groups.

widest range of inspection tasks. Classical image processing
such as edge enhancement or covariance analysis is applied as
much as the use of efficient algorithms for determining extremal values in high-dimensional spaces or for determining the
similarity of images and image sequences.
In addition to the work groups for railway signal analysis, surface inspection and microstructure analysis, ultrasonic imaging
has established itself as the department’s latest research focus.
Methodical networking with the other groups has improved
significantly in the past year. This work group provided a particular highlight in winning the 2009 Berthold Prize. This scientific prize of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Zerstörungsfreie
Prüfung e. V. was awarded for the development and use of an
efficient ultrasonic process for the non-destructive testing of
ship propellers, among other things.
With the analysis of locally-triggered spectra, primarily in the
context of terahertz tomography, as well as the analysis of
38

quantET – Quantitative Electron Tomography

The micro and nanostructures of materials determine their characteristics to a considerable ex-

Thomas Eckert, Rebekka

tent. Classical 2d structural analysis on the basis of light micrographs of even cuts or polished

Malten, Dr. Stephan Didas,

sections is often unable to provide the necessary structural information. This holds in particular

Dr. Claudia Redenbach,

for new materials, because the high complexity of the structures is not reproduced. Even with

André Liebscher, Hellen

the high spatial resolution in scanning electron microscopes (SEM) or transmission electron mi-

Altendorf, Hans Rieder,

croscopes (TEM), a clear characterisation of complex structures is only conditionally possible.

Priv.-Doz. Dr. Martin Spies,

On the basis of a series of transmission-electron-microscopic (TEM) or scanning-transmission-

Franz Schreiber, Björn

electron-microscopic (STEM) images in various path orientations, the (S)TEM nanotomography

Wagner, Michael

(or electron tomography) provides 3d image data with resolutions in the nanometre range on

Godehardt, Thomas

electron-transparent samples. In doing so, quantitative structural analysis for nanoparticles,

Redenbach

mesoporous materials, sol-gel materials, carbon nanotube systems, block copolymers, etc. is
possible. However, the requirement is that the sample preparation and imaging technology are

Thomas Weibel, Erwin

combined with a special image analysis attuned to this technique.

Kraft, Henrike Stephani,
Martin Braun, Dr. Oliver

Together with Fraunhofer IFAM and ISC, the influences of imaging parameters, reconstruction,

Wirjadi, Dr. Ali Moghiseh,

image processing and segmentation for the precision of quantitative analysis results were in-

Kai Taeubner, Mark

vestigated for the first time in order to be able to quantitatively analyse e lectron-tomographic

Maasland, Dr. Katja

image data of material structures. Surprisingly the special characteristics of the 3d image data

Schladitz, Dr. Ronald

attained by means of electrotomography – low signal-to-noise ration, artefacts through the

Rösch, Markus Rauhut,

missing displacement angle range, anisotropic grid – did not present a major obstacle for the

Irene Vecchio, Falco

correct quantitative evaluation of the image data. The segmentation was identified as the pri-

Hirschenberger

mary difficulty en route to a largely automated process, because the most prevalent reconstruction techniques – weighted back projection and the iterative SIRT (Simultaneous Iterative
Reconstruction Technique) algorithms led to a size-dependent grey value distribution, as was
shown in an elaborate simulation study: Small particles appear darker on average than large
particles. This effect is only influenced slightly by the image and reconstruction parameters and
could lead to systematic errors, such as in determining the particle count, particle size distributions, etc. Therefore a segmentation process was developed which is based on line cuts in
manually selected candidate regions and the determination of local signal-to-noise relationships of the foreground and background. The correct quantitative analysis on the basis of this
manual segmentation is possible without difficulty using the 3d image analysis system MAVI
(Modular Algorithms for Volume Images). The segmentation, however, is time and cost-intensive and only conditionally reproducible through the subjective influence. Therefore, it must be
replaced by an automatic process.
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Analysis and Modelling of Foam Structures

1 Excerpt from the CT

Porous materials like open-cell foams form the basis for many modern applications. Ceramic

reproduction of an open-

foams from the automobile industry, for example, as a support for catalytic converters or metal

cell nickel-chromium foam

foams as a light bumper can no longer be discounted – particularly from an environmental

from the company Recemat

standpoint. An additional large field of application, regardless of the material, is the use as filter. All of these applications benefit from the complex microstructure characteristics of foams.

2 Reconstructed foam cell

The components produced from these exhibit a large, specific surface and a high level of torsional stiffness. For the development of new components, a basic understanding of the geo-

3 Visualization of a La-

metric parameters, like the average cell volume or the average strut thickness, are necessary.

guerre mosaic, as is used

Average parameters are of interest for the characterisation of foams – particularly for the virtu-

for the modelling of open-

al material design, meaning the optimzation of components through simulation computing on

cell foams; the generating

geometric models. Assuming that a material is homogeneous, they permit the generation of

point process is shown in

corresponding stochastic geometric models.

blue, whereas the marked
points are interpreted as

The large variability of the microstructure of foams places high demands on the analysis pro-

spheres.

cesses. Classical two-dimensional image analysis methods are only capable of representing a
small segment of the material and thereby lead to false conclusions. Three-dimensional image
analysis of high-resolution microtomographic images has been established as an alternative in
recent years. The model-based determination of the average geometric parameters represents
the initial step for the quantitative identification of a foam. Distribution sizes extending beyond
this can be determined through the segmentation of the individual cells, e. g. by means of watershed transformation. By creating a marked hard-core point process whose marks correspond
to the volume distribution of the segmented foam and use it as a generator quantity for a Laguerre tessellation, a geometric model of the investigated foam is obtained. The characteristics
of the model correspond to the average characteristics of the investigated microstructure.
Many of today’s available methods for the evaluation and modelling of foam structures were
developed or improved at the Fraunhofer ITWM. The institute’s experience gathered over nearly ten years of work in the area of image-based material analysis forms the basis for the development of the image analysis software MAVI (Modular Algorithms for Volume Images). MAVI
distinguishes itself through the preparation of specifically developed modules for the analysis
and modelling of foam structures. The graphic development tool ToolIP additionally enables
the intuitive combination of algorithms contained in MAVI on the basis of simple flow diagrams
for new, powerful methods and simplifies the automatic application of various algorithms.
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Image analysis of Bubble and Drop Flows

Industrial chemical manufacturing processes are subject to a multitude of process parameters

1 Recording with low con-

such as temperature, pressure, flow speed, etc., whose precise regulation can have a strong in-

centration

fluence on the quality of a final product. The reliable recording of particle sizes represents the
initial step in being able to regulate process parameters so that specific prescribed size distribu-

2 Results for 1

tions can be adjusted and guaranteed in the running process. The department’s ILBAS (Inline
Image Analysis of Bubble and Drop Flows) project in collaboration with BASF SE in Ludwigs

3 Recording with medium

hafen and the professorship for Thermal Process Technology of Kaiserslautern University has

concentration

been charged with this topic: the goal of the project is the recording of particle size distributions of bubbles, droplets and solids with image processing.

4 Results for 3

For this purpose, a testing structure was designed at the professorship for thermal process
technology, which enables the creation of reproductions for various materials, material concentrations, flow rates and recording conditions. Numerous tests with water and oil provided
large quantities of recordings in light which was reflected or which passed through. Drops are
shown with very high contrast and sharpness in the light passing through. However, this reproduction process is only suitable for oil concentrations up to approx. 10 %, because with higher
concentrations nearly the entire image area is covered with black drops. Evaluable concentrations can be reproduced in reflected light, however, they represent disproportionately higher challenges for the image processing. Algorithms were developed at the Fraunhofer ITWM
which enable an estimation of the radial distribution of nearly circular particles for reproductions from light passing through. For this purpose, multiple procedures were used for the circle detection, such as the use of a distance transformation or the so-called Hough transformation. The common feature of the two processes is that the potential circuit points are shown
as maximums in a data set calculated from the recordings. In the process, the robust treatment
and detection of overlapping circular shapes is also possible within certain limitations. In order
to be able to supply the most realistic results possible according to the known process parameters, two different algorithms were developed for smaller and medium-sized concentrations.
The ITWM was able to rely on the extensive in-house algorithmic library for the implementation and evaluation and expand it for special applications. Through the graphic representation
with the ToolIP program, corresponding prototypes could be developed quickly.
The project is being continued in the Centre for Mathematical and Computational Modelling
with the professorship for Thermal Process Technology. The goal of the additional work is the
evaluation of reflected light recordings and the examination of more general shapes than the
circular shapes.
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Perfect-Fit Toilet Seats

1 Ideal photo for the cal-

The goal of this project is the development of software for the company Hamberger Sanitary

culation of the contours of

which finds fitting toilet seats in a database through a digital photo of a ceramic toilet bowl.

the bowl

Toilet bowls are fired in clay moulds and subject to severe fluctuations in shape as a result of
production. This complicates the purchase of a fitting toilet seat. In this way, the spacing of

2 Bowl with detected

the fastening holes can deviate by as much as 2 cm, because the holes are manually punched

sheet edges, holes and out-

in the ceramic bowl before it has cooled down. The various designs represent an additional

side contour

hurdle: there are square, round and even pointed ceramic bowl base shapes. The goal, therefore, lies in supporting the customer in the purchase of a toilet seat. In the process the lengthy
measuring of length, width and hole spacing of the bowl can be completely dispensed by the
customers. They only have to provide a digital photo of the bowl with an A4 sheet placed on
top of it taken at a specific minimum resolution.
On the basis of such a picture of the bowl, the two holes and the edges of the A4 sheet are
found by means of special Hough transformations. The entire image is now geometrically
transformed using the known length relationships and angles of the A4 sheet, so that a perfect top view is represented. The greatest challenge in this project lies in the correct localization of the outside bowl contour, because light and contrast relationships as well as the precise
position and orientation of the bowl are basically not known. Existing symmetries and characteristics of the contour of the bowl – such as the direction of curvature – are used. For the subsequent selection of a WC seat, a comparison between the detected contour and the contours
from the database is performed.
The application is first used by the employees of Hamberger Sanitary, whereby a simple photo
(cell phone) of a bowl can determine whether and which of their toilet seats are suitable. The
greatest utility, however, arises from the integration of the software on the company website.
The previous version of Hamberger Sanitary presented a correspondingly rough selection of fitting toilet seats after indication of length and width of the ceramic bowl and the hole spacing.
This offering is significantly improved through the developed software because it includes the
contours of the bowl in the search.
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Ultrasonic Testing and imaging of
Ship Propellers
Many propeller damages arise without direct external influences. They are, instead, the result

1 + 2 Testing of a mount-

of production and repair. During the casting of the propellers, which reach weights of up to

ed propeller in dry dock

160 tons, turbulences can lead to sand inclusion and pores. The current state of technology

with the vertically affixed

consists of monitoring and strict adherence to a proven welding procedure as well as the sub-

scanning unit

sequent dye penetration test in order to detect surface errors. However, if there are defects in
the bulk, other efficient non-destructive testing techniques re required.

3 A representative result
of the SAFT reconstruction

Together with Germanischer Lloyd AG in Hamburg, as a classification society, and with the

in which the backwall and

propeller manufacturer Wärtsilä Propulsion Netherlands in Drunen, a powerful image-pro-

several small inclusions are

viding ultrasonic technique for the non-destructive testing of such complex components was

imaged

brought to maturity. The concept which was developed for testing ship propellers can also be
used on other complex components made of sound attenuating materials, such as off-shore
components made of Duplex steels. In regard to the specific material and component characteristics and their influence on the ultrasonic wave propagation, the tomographic process SAFT
(Synthetic Aperture Focus Technique) had to be modified: SAFT++ utilises the surface contour
detected during the scanning process by means of mechanical devices or aircoupled ultrasound for correctly determining the reconstruction volume; in addition, the sound attenuation
is taken into account in the scope of a pre-processing of the rf-data. This refined imaging process was experimentally validated on an entire series of test blocks and propellers provided by
Wärtsilä Propulsion Netherlands. The process utilises mobile scanning equipment and an ultrasonic testing system developed specifically for this application with separate programs for data
collection, reconstruction, visualization and evaluation. Optimized with respect to practicability,
the efficiency of the process was examined in a series of on-site tests at the propeller manufacturer’s facilities, on deck and in dry dock with a total number of 36 propeller blades. During
these inspections, very difficult working conditions and environmental conditions at the various locations represented a great challenge as compared to measurements in the laboratory:
bronze and silicate dusts in the foundry; humidity, spray water, chemicals and overspray from
painting equipment during the overhaul of ships in dry dock.
The simulation methods and processes for ultrasonic tomography available in ultrasonic imaging group are used at ITWM in a similar manner on a number of components and materials for
the improvement of defect testing.
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The complexity of many technological applications and indus-

In the area of prognosis of product and material characteris-

trial processes is steadily increasing; with biological systems it

tics, models for the prediction, classification and simulation

is naturally at a high level. Even if detailed system modelling is

are identified by means of measurement-based methods. An

often only possible to a limited degree due to reasons of com-

enhanced system understanding can be generated from the

plexity, there is still an interest in prediction and control of

identified models by means of suitable analysis approaches,

the system states. For this purpose, the department develops

whereby simulation data bases are also used to increasing de-

methods which enable an enhanced system understanding on

grees for model creation, in addition to experimental test

the basis of measurement data and expert knowledge as well

data. These processes are used with the prediction of service

as the most reliable prognoses possible and a control for the

life specific values of automobile components and the progno-

future system behaviour. Pure consultation services and cus-

sis of the residual error content of software modules, among

tomer-specific software development, as well as the depart-

other things.

ment’s own products are offered.
The multi-scale structural mechanics emphasis deals with the
The thematic emphasis of dynamically heterogeneous net-

development and conversion of numerical algorithms for solid

works is involved in the modelling and analysis of complex

body mechanical problems with materials which exhibit com-

networked systems. Error-controlled mixed symbolic/numer-

plicated time-dependent material laws in addition to a com-

ical model reduction processes are the key for a deeper sys-

plex, multi-scale structure. By using asymptotic homogenisa-

tem understanding and an efficient simulation in the process.

tion techniques, the durability and service life under f atigue,

Currently these methods for the explicit consideration of pa-

contact problems with micro-rough surfaces, creep, impact

rameter fluctuations are being enhanced – a feature which is

loads and wear can be calculated. A current application

gaining increasing importance specifically with the design of

emphasis is the calculation of mechanical properties for textile

nanoelectronic applications.

fabric structures.

In the area of monitoring and control the model-based con-

The financial crisis has complicated the acquisition of industrial

troller or observer design is at the centre of activities. Robust

projects specifically from small and medium-sized companies,

control strategies, iterative learning control approaches, model

yet on the whole the reporting year was concluded rather suc-

predictive control and neuronal controllers methodically play

cessfully. The department activities in the sphere of compu-

an important role. Current applications are in the controller

tational biology and personalised medicine were additionally

design for the active vibration damping and conditional moni-

strengthened by new project activities and newly started pro-

toring of large technical systems.

motional themes.

The mission of the decision-making support in medicine and
technology is the assistance in complex diagnosis and decision
-making processes. In addition, methods of multivariate statistics, time series analysis, data mining, fuzzy logic and graphic
exploration techniques are used. A current emphasis is the development of a data mining suite which enables a simple adaptation and manipulation for various industrial production
processes.
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Automated, Robust Controller Design for
Active Vibration Damping
The controller design plays an important role in the design of an active vibration damping sys-

Oliver Schmidt,

tem. Only in the optimal interplay between structure and controller can the best possible

Dr. Alexander Dreyer,

damping be attained. That leads to an interplay in the design phase between structure optimi-

Alberto V
 enturi, Matthias

zation and controller design for the respective structure. In this way, changed actuator or sen-

Hauser, Alexander Nam,

sor positions, for example, must be taken into consideration in the iterative optimization of the

Dr. Julia Orlik, Anna

active structure. While tools like ANSYS or ADAMS are used for the structure modelling, the

Shumilina, Annette

CAE tool Matlab is suitable for the controller design. Among other things, it provides a multi-

Krengel, Dr. Jan Hauth

tude of universally applicable functions for the widest range of control concepts. Suitable functions are selected for the respective control problem and the respective control loop descrip-

Dr. Alex Sarishvili, Richard

tion in each iteration is adapted to this.

K. Avuglah, Christian
Salzig, Dr. Andreas Wirsen,

By order of Volkswagen AG, a Matlab tool box was developed for automated controller design

Dr. Patrick Lang, Dominik

for active vibration damping in consideration of non-linear actuator behaviour. While the non-

Stahl, Hans Trinkaus,

linearity is inverted with a precompensator, the actual active vibration damping takes place

Dr. Hagen Knaf

with a model-based linear controller which is to be optimized for the respective structure. In
order to limit the work of the developer to the essential work steps of structure optimization
and the design of the linear controller, the system adaptations in Matlab required for the controller design are automatically executed in the background guided through a graphic user interface (GUI).
Initially, the system model will be exported from the modelling tool used by Volkswagen. Simulink models of the open and closed control loops are created from the data files and the parameters of a state space model of the linear physical subsystem are determined. Simulations
of the original simulator, the Simulink model of the open control loop and the simplified state
space model can be compared with one another for the model validation. Then actuator and
sensor positions as well as the vibration quantities to be damped are selected and the resulting transfer function is analyzed. In consideration of the desired frequency range characteristics for the control energy and the vibration damping behaviour, which are adjustable by the
user in the form of weighting matrices, a model-based controller is then calculated. Time and
frequency range analysis of the closed control loop of the linear subsystem as well as simulations of the controlled non-linear overall system, guided and visualized through the GUI, then
provide the developer with the essential information about the damping behaviour of the designed active structure.
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Modelling and Simulation of Effective Mechanical Properties of Fibre Structures and
Technical Textiles
1 Microstructure of a

The focus of this research and development is on the mechanical multi-scale modelling and

bandage

simulation of textiles and fibre materials with heterogeneous microstructure and special consideration of the contact between the individual threads. In the process, the problem becomes

2 Multiscale simulation

so complex with the different geometric length scales that a direct numerical simulation is no

for knitted textiles

longer possible. Instead, a multi-scale approach is necessary for an effective calculation.
The well-known homogenization method was extended here for the mechanical analysis of
contact problems in a textile microstructure and then deduced for an effective phenomenological material law. This effective constitutive law is determined through a series of periodic auxiliary contact problems on a unit cell from the textile microstructure and is elasto-plastic and
non-linear on the basis of the contact between the threads.
The fact that the relation between the diameter and length of the fibres and threads in the
textile structures assume very small values is taken advantage of for the numerical conversion
of the corresponding calculation algorithm for the multi-scale problems. Together with the introduction of additional asymptotic considerations in regard to the thread diameter, the original three-dimensional periodic auxiliary contact problems on the textile microstructure can be
reduced in dimension and the overall deformation can ultimately be calculated as a superposition of tension bending and torsion of a one-dimensional beam.
The finite element method can serve as a tool for the simulation of a representative structure
cell of a textile. It was handled by Hermitian beam elements and enhanced and implemented
for the treatment of thread contact problems in the FiberFEM software package specially developed at the ITWM. Along with the microstructure description of the textile in consideration,
FiberFEM requires the fibre cross-section geometry as well as mechanical fibre parameters such
as tensile stiffness, strength, durability and friction as input values. The effective mechanical
behavoir of the textile is returned as an output.
In addition to the calculation of the effective mechanical material properties for a multitude of
already existing woven and knitted textiles from technical and medicinal applications, the approach also offers the potential for an optimal design of new textiles with a prescribed mechanical characteristic profile.
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Hierarchical Simulation of Nanoelectronic
Systems for the Control of Process Fluctuations
With the transition from micro to nanoelectronics, the control of production tolerances can no

1 Circuit of a voltage

longer keep up with the reduction of the semiconductor component sizes. This leads to a dras-

limiter

tic increase of the relevant parameter fluctuations in the system and to an increased number
of circuits with a system behaviour which lies outside of the desired specifications. The goal of

2 The result of a Monte-

MAVO HIESPANA, therefore, is to support the developer in the design of robust circuits in or-

Carlo simulation of the ref-

der to minimise rejects due to defective circuits. In the process, the task of the ITWM is the

erence model (green) and

handling of statistical process fluctuations at the system level in order to provide essential con-

the reduced model (red)

tributions to the optimization of nanoelectronic systems.

shows that both models
limit the output voltage

For the creation of a symbolic behaviour model with parameter tolerances on the system level,

to approx. 3.5 volts with

along with net lists and parameters, their distributions must also be extracted from the device

increasing input voltage

and circuit information. That was achieved through the enhancement of the interface between
the Cadence EDA tool and the ITWM’s own software Analog Insydes. This interface enables
the handling of continuous and discrete distributions from measurements of correlated and uncorrelated parameters. The generated symbolic model equations with parameter uncertainties
can be used for the large signal, small signal and for the transient simulation or sensitivity analysis. In addition, Analog Insydes provides the capability of reducing the model equations in
consideration of the parameter distributions with symbolic-numerical methods. For this purpose, data from a sensitivity analysis is used in order to avoid time-consuming Monte-Carlo
simulations. Moreover, there are statistical error functions available which enable a comparison
of distributions instead of individual nominal values and thereby guarantee a good approximation of the original system. In the process, the symbolic form and the statistical behaviour of
the model are retained. The obtained behaviour model enables an efficient processing on the
basis of the greatly reduced complexity, significantly faster simulations and additional insight
into the effects of fluctuations of the relevant parameters on the system behaviour.
As an example of a system with parameter tolerances, a voltage limiter which should limit the
output voltage to 3.5 volts is examined. In the process, the dimensioning of the seven MOSFET
transistors and the two resistors of the potentiometers have a characteristic measure of tolerances. Through the symbolic-numerical reduction, 69% of all terms and 59% of the equations
in the system were eliminated. This shortened the simulation time to less than one-twelfth without recognisably changing the behaviour of the output or losing significant system parameters.
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ProDaMi-Suite

Implementation for the Field of Extrusion

Data Pre-Processing

Data Mining Routines
Customer Speciﬁcs

■

Outlier Treatment

■

Polynomial Regression

■

Treatment of Missing Values

■

Neural Network

■

Feature Selection

■

Conﬁdence Estimates

■

In- and Output Formats

■

Determination of Performance

■

User Interface

■

Uncriterial Optimization

■

Visualization of Results

■

Design of Experiments

»Analysis and Optimization of Continuous Prodction Processes«

1

ProDaMi: Data Mining Tools for Use in
Production and Manufacturing
1 Realization of a Data

In today’s modern production and manufacturing lines operating and quality data are gath-

Mining Tool from the

ered to a great extent. Against a backdrop of increasing system complexity as well as a trend

ProDaMi-Suite

towards dynamic system structures, which is brought about by more frequent product changes, data mining processes represent a powerful support for cases of operative or planning decision-making. In spite of this, according to surveys by KDnuggets, only approx. 10 % of queried companies regularly use methods of data mining for technical or economical analysis and
interpretation of their system data. The reasons for this certainly lie in the highly specialised demands which data mining places on the respective user, as well as in the complexity of the collected data itself. Within the field of software this has brought about a trend from data mining
workbenches to so-called packaged solutions – custom tailored tools whose use only requires
a low level of clearly limited special knowledge.
The ProDaMi project of the three Fraunhofer Institutes IOSB, IPK and ITWM addresses this
trend: The compilation of a library of mining routines which are relevant in the production environment and well suited, for example, in regard to their stability or operability should put the
project partners in a position to efficiently develop custom solutions for use in manufacturing
and production. For this purpose, the library algorithmically covers the mining processes from
the data reduction to the quality assessment of the results and additionally comprises detailed
documentation, for example, of practice-relevant parameterizations of routines. Implementations of a concrete application can take place in various programming languages. Currently,
C++, Matlab and Java are possible.
The development of a library itself takes place on the basis of six selected demonstrator applications: optimization of the glass drawing process, analysis of characteristic correlations in
manufacturing systems, condition monitoring of chemical production systems, support in the
master data compilation and process control of aquifer gas storage. The department administers a demonstrator for the application area of analysis and optimization of continuous production processes; plastic extrusion, for example, is located in this area. The demonstrator itself
enables the analysis of dependencies between process and quality parameters of the observed
process and thereby enables an improvement of the product quality. In addition, it supports
the efficient planning of experiments for the creation of high-quality process models based on
limited data volumes.
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1

Reliability Analysis and the Optimal
Planning of a Software Test Process
Software producing companies require an answer to the question: How must the quality as-

1 Prediction of residual

surance be planned and executed for the software to be compiled in order to provide an eco-

error content or the reli-

nomically optimal product? In this case, economically optimal means that the total of the costs

ability of a software prod-

for quality assurance activity and the costs for the subsequent undiscovered errors is kept to a

uct during the test process

minimum. The answer to this question was the subject of the BMBF project Testbalance; the
consortium consisted of industrial partners T-Mobile, SAP, Imbus AG and the Fraunhofer Institutes IESE and ITWM.
A significant contribution to the solution of the optimization problem described above and the
primary task of the ITWM in the project was the estimation of the failure content respectively
the reliability of a software product during the test process. For this purpose, both dynamic error models based on the failure occurrence times and static failure prognosis models based on
software metrics were used. The possibilities for coupling the static prognosis models with the
dynamic failure models (Software Reliability Growth Model, SRG) were investigated.
Despite a number of existing reliability growth models, in practice it is only possible with difficulty to determine a priori which model will provide a good prediction. The temporal constancy of the predictability performance is usually not provided either. The subjective decisions
which ultimately lead to the selection of a specific prognosis model frequently prove to be less
than optimal due to the complexity of the underlying failure processes. This model selection
problem can be addressed with the Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) approach. In the process, the individual model predictions of the SRG with the respective a posteriori model probabilities are weighed and dynamically added up to a BMA model prediction. The SRG models
from the implemented model library and the BMA algorithm were applied to test data which
was in advanced grouped in several classes with respect to the severity of the error. The results
have clearly shown the better prognosis performance of the BMA approach in comparison to
the selected single model performance.
In addition to the above-mentioned models, so-called “environmental factors” models were
investigated in the project. This class of models enables inhomogeneities in the test processes to be taken into consideration, such as the change of the testing effort or the testing methodology on an individual model basis. The developed mathematical algorithms were converted in a Matlab-based prototype with graphic user interface and validated on real data from
industrial applications.
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The central task of the department is the development of in-

hofer MEVIS and the commercial partners Siemens Health On-

dividual solutions for planning and decision-making problems

cology Care Systems, Heidelberg, the research group is de-

in logistics, engineering and life sciences in close collaboration

veloping an innovative optimization and evaluation tool for

with partners from research and industry. The work is metho

radiotherapy planning, which provides medical physicists and

dically characterised by the close interlinking of simulation, op-

practicing doctors with a means for weighing opportunities

timization and decision-making support. In the process, simu-

and risks in radiotherapy.

lation is understood as the formation of mathematical models
with the involvement of design parameters, restrictions and

The use of mathematical optimization methods in the engi-

the quality measures and costs to be optimized. The core com-

neering discipline relies on modelling of physical relationships

petences of the department are the development and imple-

and technical processes and their representation in computer

mentation of application and customer-specific optimization

programs (Virtual Engineering). Work is currently underway

methods for calculation of the best possible solutions for the

in projects from the areas of electronic design, gemstone cut-

design of processes and products. The unique feature is the

ting, design of chemical processes, layout of adsorption cool-

close interlocking of simulation and optimization algorithms

ing devices and in the optimization of rolling processes in

through optimization-driven discretisation patterns in consid-

the steel industry. Products and process layouts optimized

eration of approaches from multiple criteria, as well as the de-

through multiple criteria are presented to decision-makers in

velopment and implementation of interactive decision-sup-

interactive decision-making support tools for appraisal and se-

port tools. On the whole, optimization is understood less as

lection.

a mathematical problem than a continuous process for which
the department provides support through the development of

Despite the economic crisis, 2009 was characterised by

adequate tools. The department is structured in three research

growth; of particular note are the establishment of a fully au-

groups.

tomatic industrial process for coloured gemstone production
with the Paul Wild GmbH Kirschweiler in daily routine op-

The portfolio of the research group on optimization of com-

eration, work in support of BASF SE in the care of their al-

pany structures and processes comprises consultation and

gorithms for the simulation of chemical process layouts, the

support in the modelling of logistical concepts as well as the

advancement of the collaboration with ABB Västerås and

development of individual software components. The group

Fraunhofer-Chalmers Centre in the optimization of hot roll-

works with efficient strategies for transport logistics, with lay-

ing processes, the collaboration with SIEDA GmbH Kaiserslau-

out and load balancing for production processes, with mod-

tern on a new release of the ambulance software Opti-Trans,

els and algorithms for the planning and disposition of pro-

the acquisition of Corning GmbH and DB Schenker AG as new

cess sequences in hospitals as well as patient transport and

customers and the advancement of work on the chassis con-

OP scheduling and with the mathematical modelling of stra-

figuration of commercial vehicles with Volvo 3P (Gothenburg).

tegic and operative planning tasks in public passenger trans-

In addition to three promotions, highlights in the scientific

portation.

area include the approval of two large BMBF projects, ADiWa
and DOT-MOBI, as well as the recognition of the mathemat-

The interactive therapy planning group develops new meth-

ical algorithms and process modelling for volume-optimized

ods on the basis of optimization from multiple criteria for clini-

gemstone utilisation with the Josef-von-Fraunhofer Prize for

cal radiotherapy planning. In collaboration with Massachusetts

the project group of Dr. Anton Winterfeld and Dr. Peter Klein.

General Hospital, the German Cancer Research Centre, Fraun54

ADiWa – Alliance digital product flow
In the IKT 2020 program sponsored by the BMBF “Alliance Digital Product Flow (ADiWa)”, soft-

Andreas Dinges, Dr. Peter

ware companies and research institutions have joined forces to research and demonstrate the

Klein, Dr. Sebastian Velten,

potential of the internet of things for future intelligent business processes. Product and goods-

Ingmar Schüle, Jorge Ivan

oriented data flows are consolidated into complex events which, in turn, are used for model-

Serna Hernandez, Hendrik

ling, configuration and execution of business processes.

Ewe, Dr. Heiner
Ackermann, Dr. Agnes

The ITWM is represented in ADiWa with the Optimization, System Analysis, Prognosis and

Dittel, Neele Hansen,

Control departments. The development of the ADiWa concepts in the area of logistics are a

Bastian Bludau, Jasmin

central focus, whereby DB Schenker functions as an application partner. In the project’s first

Kirchner, Uwe Nowak,

year, the complex scenario of air cargo was selected. In an air-cargo transport chain from orig-

Katrin Teichert, Christina

inator to recipient collaborate up to ten different providers of logistics services. This includes

Erben

regional freight companies to domestic and international freight forwarding airlines, that are
located and operate on different continents. In order to enable the IT networking along the

Dr. Michael Monz,

transport chain, there are extensive international standardization processes (Cargo2000) whose

Dr. Michael Bortz, Richard

implementation is far from concluded.

Welke, Dr. Alexander
Scherrer, Dr. Philipp Süss,

The planning of logistics processes has long been one of the main application areas of math-

Dr. Martin Pieper,

ematical optimization methods. The classical travelling salesman problem (shortest round trip

Dr. Volker Maag, Tabea

through a number of cities to visit) or the generation of optimal execution plans (scheduling)

Grebe, Priv.-Doz.

are well-known problems. ADiWa features logistics processes and raises new mathematical

Dr. Karl-Heinz Küfer,

challenges. There are highly dynamic processes of general information of the internet of things;

Dr. Michael Schröder,

the planned standard process is only one possible scenario; a complex event can be generated

Dr. Anton Winterfeld,

at any time from the underlying control layers, which requires a potentially complex reaction,

Farid Derradji, Sabine Proll,

all the way to a complete reconfiguration of the logistics process. A simple example for this is

Jan Schwientek, Dr. Martin

the detour of a traffic jam with the support of a navigational device; however, this example

Berger

lacks the underlying information level of the internet of things and the multitude of actors involved in the process. The latter involves a second characteristic which shapes the mathematical modelling in ADiWa: There is no central planning instance. Instead, decentralised planning
actors must coordinate the provision of the transport chain for the benefit of the common customer. The calculation has to consider the decision-making levels of the actors adequately and
cannot assume that all relevant information is stored in a central database. Therefore, cooperative decentralized decicion-making support processes are leading the development of mathematical models and processes for the logistics scenarios investigated in ADiWa.
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1

2

DOT-MOBI Software Platform
1 Representation of the

The collaborative research project DOT-MOBI financed by the German Federal Ministry for

dose distribution for the

Education and Research started in 2009. It aims at setting up a common software platform

current plan on a two-

for multi-modal diagnostics for oncological diseases and therapy optimization via molecular

dimensional cross-section

imaging.

2 Structure of IMRT plan-

The department of Optimization of the Fraunhofer ITWM is responsible for the therapy plan-

ning components based on

ning components of Rondo. It will enable a new form of planning for intensity-modulated radi-

multiple criteria in Rondo

ation therapy (IMRT) – the completely interactive planning: All available information levels can

as a MeVisLab network

be used interactively in order to design the plan according to the planner’s notions.
Radiation therapy, including the IMRT, is a form of therapy which is individually tailored to the
patient. In the process, computer tomography images and, if available, magnetic resonance or
positron emissions tomography images are used in order to determine a treatment plan which
weighs the risks of side effects against the risk of under-radiation of the tumor. In IMRT the intensity modulation offers a wealth of clinically advantageous plans which represent the various
compromises between the considered risks. In the planning process the treating physician
searches for the best compromise for the patient according to his or her opinion. Since the calculation of a good compromise already takes a few minutes, the planning may require several
days in difficult cases.
In order to make the process more systematic and faster, the problem is approached as a
multi-criteria optimization problem. After setting the planning goals for the tumor and the affected organs, the various compromises between these goals are determined. Then the multitude of acquired plans is visualized in an intuitive representation and the current plan is embedded therein. In this way, the planner conceives the possibilities and limitations of the case.
Using the visualization interactively he or she can then exclude plans that now do not seem relevant any longer. At the same time, the visualization can be utilized to modify the current plan.
Here, the quality of the plan for the organs or the tumor can be balanced out in real time. The
combination of direct influence and the global overview enables a goal-oriented and fast planning process.
From the perspective of the planner, a successful compromise between the risks in the various
organs does not, however, mean that the plan also corresponds to his or her desires in all aspects. For example, despite an acceptable overall score of the plan for an organ, the distribution of the dose in the organ may not correspond to the notions of the planner. Currently, he
or she can only change the score for the entire organ to improve the dose distribution. In order
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to enable precise intervention in the plan, the customary, previously passive visualizations of

1 Schematic layout of the

the plan – dose-volume histograms (DVH) and 3d dose distribution – will be equipped with in-

desired “Rondo” software

teractive planning tools within the DOT-MOBI project.

platform in the DOT-MOBI
project

In the DVH the dose in every organ and potentially multiple tumor parts is depicted as a curve.
For each dose level the curve shows the percentage volume of the entire organ in which the
dose exceeds the given level. Instead of assessing the plan quality in an organ by a single number the quality of the current plan is encoded in a curve. Offering tools to interactively modify
plans to meet an aspired point on the curve therefore offers more detailed planning options.
From a mathematical perspective that represents a challenge, because the resulting problem
formulations potentially include many local optima.
Mathematically more straight forward problems suffice to offer tools that work on the 3d
dose distribution. However, a local adaptation can lead to the appearance of a new, undesired
effect somewhere else. Hence, planning tools for the design of 3d dose distribution are of little
use without good control of these side effects. Thus, the challenge is to find a mathematical
model which enables effective adjustments and simultaneously controls side effects.
A successful realization of the planning tools described above, however, still does not result in
a successful realization of the completely interactive planning. For this purpose, the changes of
the plan brought about with one tool must be balanced with the changes occurring at the other information levels. Otherwise the planning process will consist of seesaw changes. In addition, the problems must be solved in the shortest time possible in order to enable interactive
use. Not lastly, a successful design of the user interaction is sought after. The challenge to develop a successful synthesis of decision-making support and the underlying mathematical processes under these various aspects will be met in DOT-MOBI.
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1

Algorithms for the Creation of Production
Plans and schedules
1 Optimized production

In many companies increased customer requirements (short delivery times, flexible product de-

planning contributes to

sign) stand in opposition to other economic interests (high resource utilization, low stocks). In

reduction of stocks and

order to ensure company success in the long term, the creation of optimized production plans

thus avoidance of tied-up

and schedules plays an essential role.

capital.

In general, a quantity of production orders which typically consist of a multitude of individual
activities must be scheduled under limited resources to create such a schedule. The goals, on
the basis of which the quality of a plan is measured, are varied and are oriented towards the
indicated requirements. The criterion usually considered the most important is a delay of completion of production orders which is as short as possible. In addition, a low as possible earliness, a short processing time and the stability of the plan play a major role. The client of the
project is proALPHA Software AG from Weilerbach. The central product of this company is an
integrated ERP system for medium-sized industrial companies which includes the component
Advanced Planning and Scheduling (APS). The task of this component is the automatic creation
of production plans and schedules with the goal of minimizing delay, early completion and
processing time.
In the initial phase of the project a new planning algorithm for APS was developed and tested
on the basis of real customer data. In doing so, the SchedulerLab class library developed within the department was used, on the basis of which scheduling algorithms can be implemented
and tested. The new algorithm is based on a list-scheduling procedure and uses methods from
constraint programming for the management of feasible solutions. In addition, with the help of
these methods a production order can be planned in such a way that it is completed as close
as possible to a specific date. By doing so, the stability of the created plans is significantly improved and the delay of production orders is reduced. In addition, larger problem instances can
now be solved without breaking them down into multiple subproblems. A further important
requirement in the creation of the plan is the targeted use of overload capacities. These capacities should only be used if they actually lead to an improvement of the plan. With the possibility of selectively permitting overload capacities, the complexity of the problem is increased
considerably. The adjustment of the algorithm so that the use of overload capacities can be optimized is the subject of the ongoing second phase of the project.
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2

multi-criteria Optimization of Hot Rolling
Mills
By order of ABB Corporate Research and in collaboration with the FCC in Gothenburg, a re-

1 Sheets and bands are

search project for the optimization of hot rolling mills based on multiple criteria in the steel

produced by rolling so-

processing industry was begun in 2008. During hot rolling the metallic workpiece is at first

called slabs.

heated up above its recrystallization temperature then given the desired form after passing
through multiple rotating pairs of rolls (consisting of so-called working and supporting rolls).

2 User interface for the
interactive navigation of

In modern rolling facilities complex, electronically-controlled rolling systems are used. For the

a pre-calculated Pareto

design and control of these systems, multiple criteria, such as the energy consumption, process

quantity for a hot-rolling

speed and the quality of the final product must be taken into consideration. Since no solution

mill

which optimally fulfils all of these criteria at the same time can be found, it involves a classical
multi-criteria optimization problem. The optimization parameters include continuous quantities
like the temperature of metals or the adjustable roll gap, as well as discrete parameters like the
number of roll pairs to be used. An initial preliminary study dealt with the use case of the operator of a rolling system who has to monitor the rolling and to adapt the parameters in running operation using the measurements and past experience in order to increase the capacity,
to achieve an especially good product quality or to save energy. As an auxiliary tool in these
considerations, the ADM™ Tool software developed by ABB offers a simulation of the rolling
process as well as the possibility of a single-criterion optimization in Matlab. With the development and integration of multi-criteria algorithms in ADM™ Tool, as well as the provision of
suitable interaction tools, the decision-making should be facilitated and made more intuitive
for the user.
In the course of the project, ADM™ Tool was expanded by a component for the calculation of
Pareto optimal solutions as well as for the automatic creation of Pareto sets, which is based on
the so-called Pascoletti-Serafini approach. This approach distinguishes itself in comparison to
other scalarization methods through a high numerical robustness. It was successfully tested on
a real example with 15 roll pairs and five different target functions. In addition, a GUI component was developed for the evaluation of the calculated solutions as well as for the navigation
of the Pareto set. It enables the operator to change his preferences without having to engage
in the details of the underlying mathematical reformulation. The software is appropriate for the
analysis and improvement of rolling systems as well as for the training of new employees, because the correlation of different target functions can be interactively demonstrated with it.
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The Financial Mathematics department concentrates on the

the stock market, no standard credit model has emerged yet.

development of models and algorithms for the evaluation of

Specifically in the valuation of complex products and portfoli-

financial derivatives; valuation, optimization and risk assess-

os with several underlying default-risk-afflicted financial titles

ment of portfolios; as well as the analysis of special risks (e. g.

there continues to be a great demand on appropriate math-

default risk). This spectrum is enhanced with the use of mod-

ematical modelling. In the insurance mathematics focus, the

ern methods of financial mathematics for problems of the in-

ALMSim software was developed for the support of insurance

surance industry, particularly in asset liability management.

companies in the implementation of solvency guidelines (Sol-

The technical emphases of the department are (financial)

vency II), which enables both the individual and joint model-

mathematical modelling, the numerical implementation of val-

ling of assets and liability. In the area of interest models we

uation methods, statistical data analysis and the development

work with generic valuation methods which accommodate

of corresponding software tools. Typically the projects com-

the vast multitude of complex interest rate derivatives.

prise development, investigation and comparison of financialmathematical models from both a theoretical and a practical

In 2009 the collaboration with the University of Cambridge

perspective. The department’s industrial partners come from

was further intensified. In addition to regularly held work-

sectors such as investment banking and asset management,

shops, many employees and postgraduates utilised the excel-

national banks and special banks, insurance companies and

lent working possibilities at the University of Cambridge for

pension funds and consulting companies specializing in the

two-to-four-week research visits in order to initiate and ad-

banking and insurance areas.

vance new research projects. In regard to economic returns,
we have once again enhanced our client portfolio with indus-

In the option pricing focus, innovative market models are in-

trial partners, however the complicated economic conditions

vestigated which represent the present market prices very

resulting from the financial crisis are clearly felt. Our collabo-

well, but also model the price movement of the underlying se-

ration in publicly financed projects was successfully continued

curities realistically enough. The subject of portfolio optimiza-

in the BMBF joint project Alternative Investments: modelling,

tion is the determination of an optimal investment strategy. In

statistics, risk management and software and the medium-

practice, investment decisions of funds managers are still of-

sized-oriented internal research project (MIR) for the valuation

ten based on variants of the one-period model of Markowitz.

of stock options programs. The “Implementation of Modern

The development of modern continuous-time portfolio op-

Methods of Portfolio Optimization in Practice”, a project pro-

timization, however, has advanced to such an extent in the

moted by the Rhineland-Palatinate Foundation for Innovation,

meantime that many algorithms are available for practical ap-

was successfully concluded at the end of 2009.

plication and implementation. In the area of credit risk we
support credit institutions in the implementation of the equity guidelines (Basel II) from a statistical perspective. Credit rating or scoring involves the validation of existing bank-internal
rating systems as well as their re-conception and recalibration.
Important for the implementation are the adjustments to the
portfolio of the respective credit institute and support with
back testing and stress testing later on. Credit derivatives, as
a jointly responsible catalyst for the financial crisis, represent
a particular challenge in regard to their valuation. Unlike in
62

Asset-Liability-Management
Following several successful industrial projects in asset-liability management, the current focus

Dr. Johannes de Kock,

lies in the further development of the simulation tool ALMSim. Meeting the customer needs is

Roman Horsky, Melanie

the main priority in the development. Particular issues are for example parallel computing and

Hollstein, Dr. Jörg Wenzel,

extracting formulas from a text document.

Prof. Dr. Marlene Müller,
Dr. Christina Erlwein,

The newly created user application should demonstrate the variety of applicabilities of our

Dr. Peter Ruckdeschel,

ALMSim software. In this respect we investigate a portfolio of seven asset classes on the asset

Sascha Desmettre

side and a lifelong pension with guaranteed minimum interest on the liability side. It is important that not only the already existent contracts are analysed but also the number of newly ac-

Dr. Stefan Lorenz, Andreas

quired insurance contracts is modelled in dependence of the realized rate of return. Roughly

Wagner, Tilman Sayer,

speaking a higher realized rate of return tends to increase the number of new customers and

Nataliya Horbenko,

a low realized rate of return causes an outflow of customers. In order to avoid high-risk strat-

Dr. Kalina Natcheva-Acar,

egies additional Solvency II rules are implemented. Technically this is achieved by the penalty

Prof. Dr. Ralf Korn,

term in the objective function preventing the resulting strategies from violating the Solvency II

Dr. Georgi Dimitroff,

criteria.

Dr. Sarp Kaya Acar

According to the Solvency II rules the optimal strategies must reckon with possible crash-scenarios for the asset classes. Moreover a possible increase of the interest rates should also be
taken into account, since this may have an impact on the liability side. An increase of the interest rate has a greater impact than a decrease since in the balance sheet only the prices of the
assets but not of the liabilities are updated.
An additional link between assets and liabilities is provided through the modelling of the insurance premiums. Those are modelled as a fixed partion of the income. The income depends
on the interest rates indirectly through the inflation. In our reference example (in case that the
long term interest rates are higher than the guaranteed rates) the optimal trading strategy is
highly conservative due to the possible crash-scenarios. However, if the long-term interest rate
is set below the guaranteed level the optimal trading strategy becomes more risky and avoiding a shortfall of the solvency capital is nearly impossible.
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1

Modern Methods of Portfolio Optimization

1 Screenshot of the ITWM

The work of Harry Markowitz in the 1950s may be considered as the starting point of modern

portfolio optimization

portfolio optimization. A second milestone in this area is the work of Robert C. Merton at the

protot ypes

end of the 1960s. While Markowitz considered a one-period model with a time of trade only
at the beginning, trading and price changes happen continuous in the continuous-time model
of Merton.
Neither the one-period model nor the continuous-time model is directly applicable in practice.
It is clear that trading must be done at various discrete points in time in a real trading strategy.
A realistic model therefore should lie between the approaches of Markowitz and Merton. Chris
Rogers made a breakthrough in regard to the applicability of the Merton strategy. His approach
shows that you can attain similarly good results to the ideal continuous-time case with a discreet-time trading strategy, which deviates only slightly from the Merton continuous-time strategy.
Transaction costs are an important aspect in a realistic portfolio optimization. In continuous
trade – as in Merton’s model – the continuous rebalancing of the portfolio leads to the certain
ruin of the investor. Therefore, at ITWM a practical model for the calculation of good strategies
with proportional transaction costs was developed, which for the first time can deal with investment decisions with an arbitrary number of stock shared.
Specifically in light of recent developments, explicit consideration of crash scenarios has proven
indispensible for good risk management. For this purpose worst-case portfolio optimization
has developed at ITWM and is further being developed to provide an innovative contribution
to modern portfolio theory.
In the research project “Implementation of Modern Methods of Portfolio Optimization in Practice”, promoted by the Rhineland-Palatinate Foundation for Innovation, Fraunhofer ITWM investigated the above-mentioned approaches for portfolio optimization in practice and created
a software prototype in which modern and classical methods were implemented and should
support the investor in his investment decisions.
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1

Filters of Financial Time Series

Capturing certain stylized facts of the observed series and estimation of model parameters are

1 Typical time series paths

crucial in modelling financial time series. For these two issues, filtering techniques to recon-

illustrating the mentioned

struct a noisy signal provide an appropriate tool.

outlier type.

A very flexible and frequently used model class in this context consists of state space models
where the time dynamics is modelled by a certain state variable which is only indirectly observable to the statistician. An important subclass is given by so-called “Hidden Markov models”
in which the state evolves according to a hidden Markov chain. Information about this Markov
chain can only be attained through filter techniques applied to the observation process. The
parameter estimation uses the filtered processes to adaptively determine the parameter. This is
done by means of an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm.
We develop and use Hidden Markov models to model time series on the financial market such
as alternative investments and to decide upon optimal investment strategies in a portfolio
based on the predicted rate of return series.
In our applications, we must take into account outliers, i.e. data which cannot be explained by
our model. Therefore we also use ideas and techniques from Robust Statistics in order to limit
the influence of individual observations on the conclusions being drawn. In the state space
model, outliers arise on both model layers, i. e. either endogenously (IO), entering the state layer and hence propagating, or exogenously (AO), only affecting single observations on the observation layer and hence not propagating. A robustification therefore must seek a compromise between fast signal tracking (IO) and attenuation of dubious observations (AO). In the
past year, a hybrid method was developed and implemented in the statistical software R,
which simultaneously tackles both goals – albeit with a certain time delay.
In economic applications, the model parameters (state transition matrix, innvation and error
covariances) typically are unknown and have to be estimated from the observations simultaneously to the reconstruction of the states. To this end one usually uses EM-type algorithms. We
also initiated the robustification of this algorithm, so far only for Euclidean state space, though.
Continuing this work, we are about to close the gap to Hidden Markov models, generalising
these techniques to discrete state spaces.
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1

the Multi-Asset-Heston-Modell

1 Realizations of simu-

For pricing and managing medium-term and long-term equity options the model of Heston is

lated paths reflecting the

widely applied in practice and appeals with its richness and simplicity.

correlation structure of the
original data

The Heston model caters for volatility smile and skew, and its parameters have a direct economic interpretation. The latter is advantageous when the range of liquidly traded options
does not fully cover the maturity of the option which is to be priced. Recently, in the finance industry the need emerged for adequate pricing models for valuing medium-term and long-term
options which are written on two or more assets.
The need stems from medium-term and long-term options embedded in financial products in
retail banking, insurance, and the pension fund business covering products such as principal
protected notes, minimal return guarantees as part of unit-linked life-insurance products, and
portfolio insurance.
We meet this demand by proposing a model to price and manage medium-term and long-term
multi-asset options. We have developed and implemented a parsimonious multi-asset Heston
model, together with a generic Monte Carlo simulation routine for derivative pricing.
The market calibration algorithm, being the true novelty of our approach, is theoretically justified and consistently implemented. It is especially customized to market situations where no
cross-asset options are liquidly traded and it is not possible to back out cross-asset correlation
parameters. For this situation we developed a hybrid approach for identifying the model parameters consistent with option price data and asset price data.
In particular, we combine information from option price data for calibrating the implied parameters of each single-asset sub-model and information from asset price data for calibrating the
empirical cross-asset dependence parameters.
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2

Finance alliance Cambridge – Kaiserslautern

There was a considerable intensification of the scientific collaboration in the second year f the

1 Entrance area of the

Cambridge-Kaiserslautern Finance alliance, which was established by a Fraunhofer ICON proj-

Centre for Mathematical

ect on the ITWM side and by a CERF project on the part of the University of Cambridge. An

Sciences in Cambridge

entire series of new research projects was started along with the work in the four main areas
of continued development and practical implementation, which are continuous-time portfolio

2 Prof. Chris Rogers at the

optimization models, asset-liability management, dynamic Bayesian processes, new stock price

introduction workshop of

models as well as new methods for risk management in banking and insurance. These research

the Financial Alliance in

projects have consequently led to the first working papers. In particular the work was carried

the ITWM

out in the following areas:
	Factor modelling with Levy processes

n

	Analysis of variable annuities

n

	Monte Carlo simulation in a single- and multiasset Heston Modell

n

	Valuation of American call options with stochastic dividends

n

Modelling of the valuation of executive stock options

n

	Filter methods and robust parameter estimation for financial time series

n

	Valuation of options on highly volatile underlyings

n

Further common activities included three workshops in Cambridge and two in Kaiserslautern,
whereby the introductory workshop of the Cambridge-Kaiserslautern Financial Alliance in May
2009 in Kaiserslautern, with numerous visitors from industry and research, can be considered
as great success. The active exchange between the two partners is also documented by twelve
multi-week research visits by ITWM employees and postgraduates in Cambridge. In 2009 an
internationally high-ranked scientific curatorship was also successfully assembled, for which the
outstanding financial mathematicians Mark Davis (London), Phil Dybvig (Washington) and Nizar
Touzi (Paris) were acquired.
In 2010 common project applications with the companies Cambridge Systems Associates and
teckpro AG (Kaiserslautern) will be submitted in order to introduce the know-how resulting
from the partnership into industrial projects. In addition, an enhanced presence in the English
financial market is sought after through continuing education seminars. Ultimately, the Cambridge-Kaiserslautern Finance Alliance should be established as one of the pilot projects of the
planned Fraunhofer activities in Great Britain.
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mathematical methods in
dynamics and durability
n

	statistical models for variable usage and durability

n

simulation of mechatronic systems

n

structural mechanics and cae-durability

n

component properties depending on the casting process
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The department works with the modelling and simulation of

doing so, both the interaction of a large number of moving

dynamically stressed mechanical and mechatronic systems. In

components and the behaviour of complex power elements

particular, statistical methods and optimization processes are

and actuators are modelled. On the other hand, the modelling

methodically used for the modelling of ranges of uses and

depth is constrained on the basis of limited time and hardware

variants in addition to multi-body simulation (MBS) and finite

resources and in regard to the assignment of model parame-

element methods (FEM) for the system and component analy-

ters. An emphasis of our method development for system sim-

sis. In our industrial projects we work with reliability, durabili-

ulation is the theme of invariant system excitation. In this con-

ty, structural dynamics and system dynamics in the motor ve-

nection, identification processes (iterative learning control)

hicle industry.

and optimal control processes, as well as suitable modelling
methods for the mechanical external contact (tyres, digital

Despite the economic crisis, collaboration with industrial part-

roads, excavating, ploughing) are developed and applied.

ners from the motor vehicle industry was expanded to a large
extent in 2009. The expansion of the Fraunhofer Innovation

The stresses on the individual, more or less deformable com-

Cluster Digital Engineering for Commercial Vehicles (www.

ponents arise from such a simulation of system dynamics as

nutzfahrzeugcluster.de), in which the department deals with

dynamic internal forces. These sectional strains are then car-

the overall coordination and a significant share of projects,

ried over to local stresses and service life estimates through

continued successfully. Under our lead management, existing

structural mechanical simulation. We develop methods for

activities for design criteria, system simulation, on-board simu-

the service life calculation of structures with non-linear be-

lation and structural mechanics with industrial partners Bosch,

haviours and apply these in industrial projects. An increasingly

Daimler, John Deere, Keiper, Schmitz Cargobull and Volvo

important emphasis is the simulation of severely deformable

were expanded by new initiatives for the themes energy effi-

structures such as cables, hoses, elastomers and hydraulic

ciency and ground and interaction simulation. In the process,

supports, air springs and tyres. In the process, work is carried

renowned partners such as Bomag, BPW, Liebherr and EvoBus

out on different modelling levels, from continuum-mechani-

were acquired as new partners for the Innovation Cluster.

cally detailed FE models to simplified macroscopic models.

We develop methods for the statistical modelling of product

Through collaborations, foundries like HegerGuss and Gienanth

usage by the customer – both for the derivation of design cri-

utilise our expertise in the area of casting process simulation.

teria for reliability and for the optimization of factors such as

For MAGMA GmbH of Aachen, we are both a user of their

energy efficiency and fuel consumption, which are largely de-

software and a development partner. The central focus of our

pendent on the range of application. Statistical methods play

research activities is the question of how one can systemati-

a central role for the dimensioning for reliability and approval

cally draw conclusions about component characteristics from

of components, in particular. This begins with the definition

the results of casting process simulations..

of design criteria and ends with the evaluation of tests for the
verification of durability with statistically verified processes.
For us, system simulation involves the modelling of complete
vehicles, axes or test systems in the optimal complexity so that
kinematics and motion sequence, as well as the power transmission, in particular, are correctly calculated in advance. In
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Jurojin
The safeguarding of mechanically stressed components against failure is a central task in the

Oliver Weinhold,

development process. Failure during operation is unacceptable particularly in the case of safe-

Dr. Dominik Jung,

ty-critical components or subsystems such as wheel trunks or entire axes. In order to ensure

Reinhard Priber,

that no failures can be expected, even in unfavourable or harsh operating conditions, testing is

Dr. Albert Marquardt,

performed on prototypes. Since the production process is prone to variation, the same compo-

Michael Burger, Ilker

nents under the same operating conditions show varying durations of service life. A statistically

Nikelay, Thorsten Weyh,

significant conclusion about durability, therefore, always requires several tests.

Lilli Engelhardt, Dr. Anja
Streit, Dr. Michael

In practice, two great challenges must be faced in this process: Tests are expensive and nor-

Speckert, Sonja Baumann,

mally cannot be performed in great numbers; in many cases the test sequence is concluded af-

Dr. Nikolaus Ruf

ter a specific amount of time and components are not tested until failure. These two issues,
in other words a lower number of testing results and testing partially without component fail-

Sebastian Seifen,

ure, establish general conditions in which many classical statistical processes for predicting ser-

Dr.-Ing. Gerd Bitsch,

vice life duration are no longer applicable. In order to meet these conditions, special statistical

Steffen Polanski, Sascha

processes for the planning and evaluation of service life tests were developed at the Fraunhofer

Feth, Dr.-Ing. Joachim Linn,

ITWM. The method development was and is continually enhanced by application projects with

Clarisse Weischedel,

industrial partners. In the process, a fruitful cooperation over many years with Daimler is of

Thomas Halfmann,

particular note.

Dr. Bernd Büchler,
Dr. Klaus Dreßler, Martin

A typical task in this connection might involve answering the question of whether verification

Obermayr, Dr. Sabrina

is better implemented with many short tests or with a few long tests. The calculation of confi-

Herkt, Yekta Öngün,

dence intervals for the probabilities of failure – even with low numbers of test subjects – is also

Michael Kleer, Kerstin

a focus. The processes developed at the ITWM were implemented in the JUROJIN software

Gerding, Thomas Stephan,

package. JUROJIN, which finds practical use with several automobile and commercial vehicle

Oliver Hermanns

manufacturers, supports users in
	Planning of service life tests

n

	Evaluation of data with selected methods

n

	Graphic data preparation

n

	Consideration of small sample size

n

	Utilisation of all information from fatigue tested specimens without failure

n

	Calculation of continuative testing plans for premature failures

n

	Variant comparison of different charges / suppliers

n

	Prognosis of still pending component failures

n
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1

2

Invariant Excitations for Simulating offroad Travel for an All-Terrain Vehicle
1 Porsche Cayenne

In virtual product development the dynamic behaviour of motor vehicles is simulated on a
computer. For this purpose, fixed and flexible bodies with steering and power elements are

2 Simulation model of a

connected to a multi-body system (MBS) and parameterized with the real physical characteris-

Porsche Cayenne

tics. The engineer can virtually look inside the vehicle and calculate various physical load values
at any arbitrary point. The correct excitation of the systems represents a key problem of the
simulation of motor vehicles. Basically, the ground profile can be measured digitally and can be
driven over with the full vehicle including tyres in the simulation. The parameterisation and the
simulation of correct tyre models is often so laborious that the vehicle is cut free at the wheel
hubs and excited by means of measured wheel forces.
However, in vehicle development it is also necessary to perform calculations on new variants
before a prototype is available. Since the wheel forces depend on the vehicle variant, they cannot be transferred directly to another vehicle. Therefore an excitation which can be determined
by computer and can be considered vehicle-independent is sought. This represents a special
challenge particularly in the case of driving off-road, which is characterised by large pitch and
roll angles.
For the determination of vehicle-independent or invariant excitations, calculation back from the
measured (internal) values to external loads must generally take place. For this purpose, proce
dures were developed at the ITWM to exploit the structure of the underlying equations and
use the correct numerics for determining the solution. The mathematical processes originated
in the area of optimal control theory for differential-algebraic systems of equation.
A tyre replacement model was parameterized in this project, which included the most important dynamic characteristics of a tyre, but can be easily simulated. In the second step a virtual
displacement profile is calculated, which generates the measured travel over terrain together
with the tyre set model. This dynamic excitation is then transferred to a vehicle variant in which
the excitation positions are adjusted according to the vehicle geometry. The replacement tyres
are practically mounted on the new vehicle. This process was implemented for the off-road usage of a Porsche Cayenne. It is now possible to simulate the vehicle behaviour of similar vehicles
or after modification of individual components before the prototype phase.
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2

Assembly Simulation with Flexible Cables
and Hoses in Real Time
Hundreds of assemblies are installed in very narrow spaces during the production of vehicles.

1 Simulation of supply

The available room is limited with a constant increase of components and connecting cables

lines on a robot

and hoses. At the same time, in order to be able to produce competitively, the cycle times must
be kept to a minimum.

2 Simulation of the electrical wiring harness of a

The challenge for the design engineer lies in guaranteeing both the operation and the instal-

passenger vehicle engine

lation of components at an early developmental stage and in the elimination of malfunctions
or defects in mass production. Earlier, a simulation of the assembly in consideration of flexible
lines was not possible and/or time-consuming.
The Fraunhofer ITWM, in collaboration with the Fraunhofer-Chalmers Research Centre for Industrial Mathematics and the motor vehicle industry, developed the Industrial Path Solutions
(IPS) software, which enables the combination of path and assembly planning with the simulation of flexible components like cables and hoses for the first time. In the development,
high demands were placed on the physical correctness and the precision of the simulation results, as well as the computing speed. In the process, calculation of the movement of cables
and hoses in real time was successful, so that interactive work and an immediate evaluation are
now possible.
In this manner, ideal shapes, lengths and routeing of brake hoses, coolant and air suction hoses
as well as various cable sets for electrical components were designed in projects with the motor vehicle industry. Millimetres and even centimetres were removed from lines without negatively influencing the service life, so the savings are immense. On the other hand, a cable which
is too short would drive up the warranty costs. Now it is possible for the first time to determine
optimal cable lengths for the respective installation situation. At the same time, the necessary
paths and forces for the assembly are obtained as results. In doing so, the question of whether
installation help or special tools must be made available for the assembly is answered for production planners.
Moreover, the applicability of the software is not limited to the automobile and commercial vehicle sector. It can be applied in aircraft, machinery and plant construction as well as in the fabrication of electronic and electrical devices.
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1

Derivation of Simplified Tests for Undercarriage Components
1 Finite element model of

When testing components or subsystems of a vehicle on servo-hydraulic test stands, there is

a wheel trunk

generally the problem that bearing conditions and excitation of the subsystem cannot precisely replicate cross-sectional forces in the travelling vehicle. In addition, the simplest possible test
setup (meaning the fewest possible actuators) should be selected. In doing so, the creation of
true-to-life stresses is further complicated.
For determination of an optimal test stand configuration, the fixation of the components, the
impact areas of the actuators as well as the corresponding excitation can be varied. Therefore,
simulations frequently require both a multi-body and finite-element calculation for each new
task and each new excitation. As a result, they are generally very time and labour-intensive. Before construction of the real test stand, only a limited number of possible attachments can be
calculated.
For the reduction of this calculation effort, a process was developed by the ITWM in collaboration with VW with which an optimal test stand configuration (under certain conditions) with
corresponding excitation can be determined. The process is applied to undercarriage components such as wheel trunks and torsion beam axles.
Static states of the component are represented through the superimposition of inertia relief
modes. In doing so, the expense of repeated multi-body simulations and finite element calculations, which would otherwise be necessary for each new fixation, can be dispensed with. For
each test stand variant, optimal excitation time series are calculated and compared with one
another. Whether higher stresses arise at the same positions in the test stand than in the vehicle is taken into consideration in the evaluation. In addition, the creation of new, undesired
critical points must be avoided in the optimisation.
Through the automated calculation and evaluation of a multitude of various test stand structures, a good compromise between complexity of a test stand and realistic stresses can be
found. The applied approach, therefore, is especially well suited for the derivation of tests with
few actuators.
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1

2

Determination of Tyre Characteristics with
Finite Element Simulations
The development process for agricultural machines requires the evaluation of various vehicle

1 John Deere farming

configurations within a short period of time, for which the use of different simulation methods

tractor

is indispensable. The quality of results of the simulation depends heavily on the correct description of important system components.

2 Calculation results of

For John Deere, among others, the method of multi-body simulation (MBS) is applied for the

cal load: Total deformation

analysis of the entire system. In doing so, the modelling of the tyres plays a key role, because

and pressure distribution

this represents the link between vehicle and ground, and for agricultural machinery it addition-

in the contact area (shown

ally contributes to a significant share of the suspension of the vehicle.

here without explicit mod-

the tractor tyre with verti-

elling of the lugs)

Tyre models in the MBS are predominantly based on spring-damper descriptions. The corresponding parameters require the determination of various tyre parameters which are derived
from measurements on special tyre test stands. With tractor tyres such measurements have
proven to be extremely difficult and costly – if not entirely impossible – because conventional
tyre test stands cannot be used on the basis of the tyre dimension and the high stresses typically occurring during operation. Simulations on the basis of high-resolution, continuum-based
models with which virtual tests are performed represent an alternative to testing on real tyres.
Efficient, detailed finite element tyre models can be created with the TireTool software developed at the Fraunhofer ITWM. They take into account the internal structure, such as belt and
carcass layers as well as different rubber mixtures of the tyre parts.
The validation of models takes place on the basis of easily determined measurement data, such
as static rigidity, eigenmodes or footprints. Different stress scenarios, such as static rim shifts,
handling or travelling over bumps are performed virtually, in a largely automated process.
These results are used instead of measurement data in order to determine parameters for MBS
tyre models. In the process, TireTool enables the efficient evaluation of simulation results. The
tyre properties identified in this manner are used in an MBS vehicle model and the simulation
results are compared with the measurement data of the entire vehicle. Optimization processes
are used for the adjustment of individual parameters in order to approximate the measurement
results as well as possible.
In a common project with John Deere the software was adapted to the special requirements
for agricultural machines. TireTool makes a considerable contribution to the systematization of
the simulation-supported development.
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n
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n
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n
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n
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Development and use of numerical simulation processes are

The Competence Center for High Performance Computing ad-

the heart of the research at the Fraunhofer ITWM and the ba-

dressed this paradigm shift at an early stage and brought in-

sis for all technically complex developments in industry. In

novative new software tools to the market for the develop

many areas the computing power requirements of the simula

ment of parallel software. The heart of these tools is an

tions are high in order to either solve especially large p
 roblems

efficient library for the development of complex multi-thread

(seismic exploration, molecular dynamics) or in order to devel-

programs (multi-core thread package MCTP) as well as the

op interactively and thus more efficiently. High performance

Fraunhofer Virtual Machine FVM, which replaces the previous

computing deals with the problems associated with the devel-

MPI programming model. Expanding on this, new parallel pro-

opment and implementation software which is compute in-

gramming platforms are currently being developed for large

tensive and with its execution on HPC hardware. It is there-

parallel computer systems. The Seismic Development and Pro-

fore positioned at the intersection between concrete computer

cessing Architecture SDPA implements a fault-tolerant system

hardware, software technology and numerical algorithms. In

with which the application development happens on a graphi-

recent years a paradigm shift has taken place at this intersec-

cal user interface and a semi-automatic parallelization takes

tion, which has by and large still not entered into practice. Over

place. The system is intended for large parallel systems and

more than 10 years the increase in compute speed was not an

will be used initially in the oil industry and then later in other

essential task for the software developers. The increase in

industrial sectors. In the BMBF project IMEMO the patented

clock speed from 20Mhz to 4 Ghz, improvements in the chip

parallelization framework GraPA is being adapted to the re-

architecture together with a progress in compiler technology

quirements of future hardware systems including GPUs. GraPA

led to performance improvements by three orders of magni-

automates the parallelization to the furthest degree and uses

tude without dramatic changes in the software. The clock

a graph-based approach. Since 2005 a new parallel file system

speeds have not changed since 2005, because the chips be-

has been under development at the ITWM. The development

come too hot. At the same time, however, the number of

started from scratch, learning from the problems and hassles

transistors per surface can continue to be increased at the pre-

with existing systems. In 2008 the first official release was

vious rhythm, so that an increase in the number of processors

available from the website www.fhgfs.com. A series of smaller

per chip became obvious. In the meantime this has turned

installations in the oil and gas sector has confirmed the reli-

into a competition for the highest number of cores. Graphics

ability of the system in recent years and the first large installa-

cards had already always been multi-core processes, even if

tions have been implemented at various universities. The soft-

the processors were greatly simplified. This change in direc-

ware packages for angle domain migration (GRT) and the

tion on the hardware side has considerable consequences for

visualization and analysis of pre-stack data (PreStack-Pro),

the development of performance-hungry software. An in-

which are under development since a few years, have fulfilled

crease in performance is now only to be attained through par-

the qualitatively high demands of our industry partners and

allelization. Parallelization technology is not a new research

are now in productive use.

topic – but research had been reduced in the years of continuous clock speed increase. Today parallelization always means

In the scope of the ITWM Future themes, activities of various

re-analyzing and improving or redesigning the underlying al-

departments which are involved with renewable energies are

gorithms, as necessary. Through this transition to multi-core

bundled under the ITWM Future “Renewable Energies”. The

technology, behaviour patterns of the past, which may have

focus of the work in the CC HPC are software systems which

focused on the number of operations, can be abandoned and

will manage distributed systems in electricity networks; see

a new line of thinking must enter into the equation.

also www.mysmartgrid.de.
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IMEMO Project – Innovative HPC-Methods and
Application to Highly Scalable Molecular
Simulation
The importance of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations is more and more increasing, espe-

Dr. Daniel Grünewald,

cially in the fields of thermal and chemical process engineering, material sciences as well as the

Bernd Lörwald, Dr. Hendrik

biomolecular sciences and technologies. Key points o f interest are, for example, the computa-

Adorf, Dr. Martin Kühn,

tion of thermodynamic properties and transport coefficients of real mixtures at arbitrary points

Dr. Dominik Michel,

in thermodynamic state space, the detailed study of transport processes across membranes or

Dr. Abel Amirbekyan,

the dynamics of phase transitions.

Dr. Dirk Merten,
Dr. Norman Ettrich,

However, compared to their enormous potential, molecular methods only find limited applica-

Bernd Klimm, Dr. Carsten

tion in current industrial research and development. One of the major problems is that the rel-

Lojewski, Alexander

evant time and length scales over which phenomena of interest occur cannot be reached by

Petry, Dr. Tiberiu Rotaru,

todays MD simulations, even when employing massively parallel systems. In particular, they

Dr. Dimitar Stoyanov,

cannot be reached at a sufficiently high accuracy required for engineering purposes. Further-

Dr. Mirko Rahn

more, response times lie at the scale of days and therefore not at the desired (semi-)interactive
time scale. In order to tackle these challenges and push the state of the art one step further,

Nikolai Ivlev, Benedikt

the CC HPC has formed an alliance with the universities in Kaiserslautern (Chair of Thermody-

Lehnertz, Alexander

namics), Paderborn (Chair of Thermodynamics and Power Engineering), Munich (Chair of Sci-

Neundorf, Tobias Götz, Ely

entific Computing) and the High Performance Computing Center Stuttgart within the BMBF

Wagner Aguiar de Oliveira,

project IMEMO. Goal is to provide the next generation of highly scalable and functionally pow-

Gvidas Dominauskas,

erful MD codes as well as general programming tools for implementing molecular simulations.

Maxim Ilyasov, Mathias

One of the main tasks is to reduce communications overheads in codes that are traditional-

Dalheimer, Kai Krüger,

ly parallelized with MPI. It is achieved by making use of the FVM (Fraunhofer Virtual Machine)

Dr. Franz-Josef Pfreundt,

that was developed at the CC HPC and serves as a replacement of MPI. It realizes a PGAS (Par-

Christian Mohrbacher,

titioned Global Address Space) memory model and enables one to hide communications by

Frauke Santacruz, Sven

employing DMA (Direct Memory Access). In this manner, scalability of codes is significantly in-

Breuner, Jens Krüger, Rui

creased.

Màrio da Silva Machado

Another important goal is to deliver programming tools for developers of MD simulations.
They shall be enabled to write portable yet efficient code. Here, the CC HPC builds on its patented GraPA (Graph Parallel Architecture) framework. The framework is extended in order to
allow for implementation and efficient execution of particle based simulations. Moreover, the
range of supported platforms will be increased. The extended framework is employed in implementing a highly scalable MD kernel. The project IMEMO is funded by the Federal Ministry of
Education and Research (BMBF) under grant 01IH08013C.
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Scalable Storage with the Fraunhofer
Parallel File System
1 Administration and

With the constantly increasing performance of modern processors and network technologies,

monitoring of FhGFS are

which enable integration with increasingly larger computer clusters, the demand for increasing-

made very easy and intui-

ly realistic and detailed simulation results is also growing. Such simulations also require work

tive through graphic tools

with large data sets which now often lie in the range of several hundred gigabytes or even in
the terabyte range. In the process, however, it is problematic that the performance of hard
discs lies significantly below that of the remaining system components, so that the run-time of
a compute job is often primarily determined by the speed of the hard disc access.
In order to counteract this, the CC HPC has been working on the parallel file system FhGFS
for several years now. With this file system, the individual files are distributed accross multiple
servers chunk by chunk and, in doing so, can be read or written in parallel. This method enables the processing of data sets at many times the conventional speed and thereby has an immediate, positive effect on the length of time until reaching the calculation result. Along with
a very good scalability of the system, the developer team placed major importance on uncomplicated use through the preparation of graphic management tools and a high degree of flexibility in the installation. In this way, FhGFS makes it possible to use separate servers as a shared
parallel storage in a cluster as well as to connect the hard discs of the compute nodes themselves in this manner. In addition, the distribution pattern of the data can be flexibly adapted
to the requirements of users, such as geographically separate data centers, in order to further
reduce the access time to the data.
In recent years, cooperation with industry partners like SGI already showed that FhGFS can deliver a significantly better throughput rate for typical workloads than comparable commercial
solutions. Therefore, the file system is also used to power the storage of the Fraunhofer Cell
Cluster (until November 2008 in 1st place of the worldwide Green Top 500 List), where it enables a data throughput of several gigabytes per second. This year the system was presented
live at workshops and trade fairs and sparked great interest in the HPC community.
Currently, the file system is already in use on diverse clusters with a size of several hundred
compute nodes. Early next year, the work on a high-availability mode should be completed and
support for Windows will follow. This will make the file system also attractive to users outside
of the HPC area, for example as a fail-safe project storage or for home directories. FhGFS can
be downloaded free of charge at http://www.fhgfs.com. Commercial support is also available.
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Seismic Pre-stack Depth Migration Processes

The group of processes of the seismic Pre-Stack Depth Migration (PSDM) carry over the mea-

1 GRT-migrated image of

sured and pre-processed seismic data to structural images of the subsurface, which are inter

a salt dome structure, rep-

pretable in regard to the position of the layer boundaries and the rock properties. In the mean

resented with information

time, there is an extensive range of software products in this area at the CC HPC. The processes

for the illumination of the

based on ray-tracing offer the advantage of a higher computing speed and greater flexibility.

subsurface (spherical seg-

Along with the standard process of Kirchhoff migration, the CC HPC has implementations of

ment)

generalized radon transformation (GRT) and the ultra-fast beam migration. The advantages of
GRT are based on the parameterization of the image problem through the angle of radiation
at each point of the discretised subsurface. The result is high-quality subsurface images and reflection angle gather. The methodology does not allow pre-sorting of the seismic data, so that
the implementation is only enabled by the CC HPC solution of the virtual machine. This year
the significant acceleration of the extremely research-intensive methods were successful, so
that the present GRT is probably the world’s only productively usable implementation. Pursuing an entirely different objective, fast beam migrations, which are coarsened with interactive
speed but deliver geometrically correct subsurface images, are used as a basis to determine the
exact position and shape of salt rock bodies.
Through the generation and compression of so-called slant stacks, the speed-independent
parts of the summations from the actual migration are extracted, whereby the migration percentage to be repeated with each change of the seismic speeds is currently twice as fast as
with a conventional Kirchhoff migration. The CC HPC portfolio of radiation-based 3d processes
is being expanded by reflection tomography, which – supported by massive, parallel implementation of all of its individual components and through the visualisation of intermediate and final results from PSPRO – should provide good depth speed models as input for the PSDM. The
migrations directly triggering wave equation supply even better image qualities in many cases
than the radiation processes discussed. However, they require significantly more computing
time. A 2d implementation of the reverse time migration supplies very good results and forms
the basis for enhancements to 3d and for the full waveform inversion (FWI). As the “core competency” the latter provides the best possible image qualities and precisions of the calculated
speed models.
Based on the methodical problems and with data set sizes in the multiple TByte range for image depths up to 15 km and area expansions up to 1,000 km², FWI would be the most important theme in exploration seismology in the coming years.
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Photo-realistic Rendering: Offline Quality –
Real Time Speed
1&2

In diverse fields of production, ranging from the automotive industry through mechanical engi-

Texture filtering and HQ

neering to entertainment industry, the use of artificially generated, photorealistic images in re-

Anti-aliasing (Lamborghini)

cent years has steadily grown in importance. The capability to examine a future product virtu-

3D Object with ~ 2 Mio.

ally on a computer screen saves companies time and money for the production of prototypes.

triangles at a resolution of

This is for example important for the development of new automobile models, where the costs

2800 × 1050 pixels, with full

for prototypes are immense. But this is only one kind of application. The consumers‘ expecta-

ray differentials, HQ tex-

tions to special effects in new videogames or movies is constantly increasing the demand for

ture and normal-map fil-

better and more realistic images. But together with the requirements, calculation time for the

tering, un-compressed tex-

desired degree of realism increases massively. Therefore the time for the calculation of a sin-

tures (up to 4,000 × 4,000

gle image today ranges from a couple of minutes up to several hours. Up to now, there are

pixel), 16 × anti-aliasing

no real-time algorithms, that enable a user to navigate interactively and smoothly through

and Mitchell-Netravali

photo-realistically rendered, large 3d scenes.

reconstruction > 50 fps on
average

The Competence Center for High Performance Computing (CC HPC) at the ITWM is dealing
with CPU-based ray-tracing algorithms for large-scaled triangulated 3D scenes and objects for
several years. Together with our ray-tracing algorithms and some powerful volume rendering
algorithms, which also have been developed at the CC HPC, some successful commercial software products could be put on the market (including Pre-Stack PRO or modules for MAGMASOFT®).
The latest generation of the PV-4D PBRT Engine is now the first ray-tracing engine to bring
production-quality rendered images in real-time on the screen, reducing the idle time for the
user to some milliseconds. The rendering is so fast, the user can hardly recognize the calculation process between two images. So the PV-4D PBRT Engine defines entirely new standards
for photorealistic ray-tracing engines and stands out clearly from all its competitors.
The procedures for geometry handling in the PV-4D PBRT Engine also correspond to the absolute latest in technology (i. e. traversal of the scene, intersection tests, ...). A full HDR-pipeline,
HQ texture filtering and HQ anti-aliasing that measure up even with highest needs of the user,
are also part of the engine‘s features.
With the use of CPUs instead of GPUs, additional benefits can be attained. Thus, there is no
size limitation of models, scenes and textures, as in almost every GPU-based method. A special
graphics hardware is not required.
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Software development for Multi-core – MCTP
and FVM
Modern computer architectures are now multi-core: processing systems composed of two or

1 FVM- and MCTP-archi-

more independent cores. This implies a paradigm shift on the development of software where

tecture

developers must exploit the inherent parallelism of these architectures to be able to scale their
applications. In the high-performance computing area, large computer systems are built with
these modern architectures together with high-performance interconnects such as Infiniband.
So programmability and scalability are some of the key points to take advantage of future HPC
systems.
To tackle these key points, the CC HPC has developed the Fraunhofer Virtual Machine (FVM)
and the Many-Core Threading Package (MCTP). The Fraunhofer Virtual Machine (FVM) is a
communication library and runtime system for real-time parallel applications running on cluster systems. It provides a Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) to the application which in
turn has direct and full access to a remote data location. The whole functionality includes communication primitives, environment runtime checks, synchronization primitives such as fast barriers or global atomic counters, all which allow the development of parallel programs for large
scale. Focused on performance, by leveraging on the network interconnect hardware (wirespeed), it minimizes the communication overhead with overlap of communication and computation (asynchronous communications). The FVM provides a simple, reliable runtime system to
handle large datasets, dynamic and irregular applications that are I/O and compute intensive. It
has reached production quality for x86 and IBM Cell/B.E architectures.
Since software developers can no longer rely on increasing clock speeds alone to speed up
single-threaded applications they must learn how to properly design their applications to run in
a threaded environment and consequently attain peak performance. The MCTP is a threading
package to make multi-threading programming slightly more programmer friendly. It abstracts
the native threads of the platform and provides complete state-of-the-art functionality to work
with threads, threadpools and related topics such as synchronization.
The FVM and the MCTP together allow the exploitation of parallelism at different levels – cluster and multi-core. They are the building blocks for the CC HPC parallel software development
with which all parallel algorithms and applications such as Pre-Stack Pro are developed.
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FCC has since start 2001 completed more than two hundred

cation and optimization resulting in a proposal on multi-scale,

industrial and public projects. We have successfully cooperated

multi-objective simulation and optimization. In 2009 we ad-

with more than seventy companies from different branches.

dressed uncertainty, reliability, and quality with research sce-

We have seen the power of our vision “Mathematics as Tech-

narios presented by GMMC. The research proposal focused

nology” and we are impressed and proud of the trust we en-

on variation mode and effect analysis VMEA.

joy from our founders Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft and Chalmers,
from industrial partners, and from public research agencies.

The last year we were fortunate to recruit four new co-workers. Our staff of applied researchers is a mix of PhDs and Mas-

Our mission is to undertake and promote scientific research

ters of Science, where about half have a doctor’s degree. We

in the field of applied mathematics to the benefits of Swedish

believe in a model where an MSc first works in industrial and

and European industry, commerce, and public institutions.

public projects for two to five years. In this period we encour-

We do this as a business-making, non-profit, Swedish institu-

age participating in conferences and submitting papers to get

tion. From this perspective the year 2009 is by far our most

a research flavour. If a proper project then appears, which

successful year so far, with the turn-over increased by almost

would naturally include a PhD student, we are well positioned

thirty percent.

to offer the project a candidate who would contribute significantly from start, and the interested staff member a possibili-

We note a strong increase of public projects in absolute and

ty for bringing her or his education one step further. Seven of

relative numbers. At the same time the industrial income has

our employed MScs, five of them last year, have started PhD

dropped, while industry is to a large extent present as con-

studies in this way: five at Chalmers and two on leave abroad.

tracted partners in the public projects. We expect it will take
two to three years to reestablish the normal level of an indus-

In 2008 we initiated a campaign to offer an interesting option

trial income around forty percent through a campaign aiming

to Chalmers students while boosting our base for future re-

at a broader base of industrial clients including small and me-

cruitments. We invite master students from a handful of Chal-

dium-sized companies.

mers and Gothenburg University international programs with
a mathematical profile to information meetings “Earn Money

Together with our partners Chalmers and the Fraunhofer in-

on Mathematics”. We describe FCC and our activities, includ-

dustrial mathematics institute ITWM we cover a wide range of

ing the possibilities for talented students to be contracted

applications. In 2009 we have intensified our cooperation fur-

on ten percent of full time, or half a day per week, for work

ther, including joint actions with all ITWM departments and

in the Centre, and to do master thesis projects at the Centre

with Chalmers Wingquist Laboratory, Chalmers Systems Bi-

with joint supervision from Chalmers and FCC. In 2009 the

ology, Chalmers Fluid Dynamics, and within the Gothenburg

volume of students doing contracted work and master thesis

Mathematical Modelling Centre GMMC.

projects reached ten full-time equivalents.

In 2008 we started the industrial partner group IPG as a suc-

The department Geometry and Motion Planning, working in

cessor of the former Swedish Association of Industrial Math-

close cooperation with the Chalmers Wingquist Laboratory,

ematics STM. The group meets two to four times a year in

has entered the second phase of the ten-year Wingquist Lab-

Kaiserslautern and in Gothenburg to define a research pro-

oratory VINN Excellence Centre for Virtual Product Realization

gramme from research scenarios, industrial scenarios, and

2007 – 2016. In 2009 the department started four three-year

making a synthesis. The first year was on parameter identifi-

or longer public projects, including a project on virtual paint
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and a project on intelligently moving manikins. The software

Centre, Fraunhofer ITWM Dynamics and Durability, SP Techni-

platform IPS for rigid body motion planning, robotics path

cal Research Institute of Sweden, and six industrial partners

planning, and flexible cable simulation is recognized through

from Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, and Sweden.

licensing by industrial clients in Europe, United States, and Japan. The department has substantial joint development with

The department Systems Biology and Bioimaging, has conti

the ITWM department Mathematical Methods in Dynamics

nued to grow by adding substantial industrial (pharmaceuti

and Durability.

cals) and public (EU and GMMC) income to our long-term
grant from the Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research SSF.

The department Computational Engineering and Design has

In 2009 we submitted our final report to SSF, summarizing

expanded its work on multi-physics applications involving flu-

our research and describing the department built up as the

id-structure and fluid-electromagnetics interaction, in parti

result of this grant. Our cooperation with the ITWM depart-

cular through projects with Swedish and other European

ment System Analysis, Prognosis and Control has intensified

industrial partners together with the ITWM departments Op-

through a strategic project on integration of systems biology,

timization, Flow and Material Simulation, and Transport Pro-

biotechnology, mathematics, and image processing in funda-

cesses. In 2009, the department started a project on innova-

mental animal cell protein production.

tive simulation of paper with Swedish paper and packaging
industry and a companion project on dynamic fiber network

Since start the Centre has earned more than twenty million

modeling in a finite element setting through the Gothenburg

euro including forty percent industrial and thirty percent pub-

Mathematical Modelling Centre GMMC. The department is a

lic income; we are well positioned for the challenges to come!

key partner in the project on virtual paint mentioned above.

Below we give a flavor of our activities through describing
two profile projects and presenting our competences orga-

The department Reliability and Risk Management has its focus

nized in four departments.

on fatigue life and load analysis of mechanical structures in,
e. g., automation and automotive industry. In 2009 we successfully finished a four-year joint project “Guide to load analysis

Dr. Uno Nävert

for automotive applications” with the Chalmers Stochastic

Director of FCC
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1

Virtual Paint Shop – Spray Painting
1 Simulated flow field

The goal of this ongoing project is to develop new simulation algorithms and tools for paint

between applicator and

and surface treatment processes in automotive paint shops. The project is part of Vinnova’s

target. Streamlines and

MERA and FFI programs that support the Swedish automotive industry and our research part-

colour on the cutting plane

ners are Volvo Cars, Saab Automobile, Scania, Volvo AB and Swerea IVF. The researchers at

illustrate air velocity. The

FCC are responsible for the software and the development of new novel algorithms. The first

dots are paint droplets.

version of the virtual spray painting tool was released in 2009 and our industrial partners predict that positive effects will include a reduced time required for introduction of new car models, a reduced environmental impact and an increased product quality.
Paint and surface treatment processes in the car paint shop are to a large extent automated
and performed by robots. Having access to tools that incorporate the flexibility of robotic path
planning with fast and efficient simulation of the processes is important since such tools will
reduce the time required for introduction of new car models, reduce the environmental impact
and increase quality. The key process in the paint shop, which is also the most demanding from
a modelling point of view, is the spray painting of the car body. The combination of high physical complexity, large moving geometries, and demands on near real time results constitutes a
big challenge. The current situation in the automotive industry is therefore to rely on individual
experience and physical validation for improving their processes.
In spray painting paint primer, color layers and clear coating are applied through the Electrostatic Rotary Bell Sprayer (ERBS) technique. Paint is injected at the centre of a rotating bell; the
paint forms a film on the bottom side of the bell and is atomized at the edge. The droplets are
charged electrostatically and driven towards the target car body both by shaping air surrounding the rotating bell and by a potential difference in the order of 50-100 kV between paint applicator and target. An accurate prediction of the paint-film build-up therefore requires tracing
the droplets, which are two-way coupled to the fluid flow and electrostatic field, from bell to
target.
To efficiently simulate this demanding application we have developed an immersed boundary
octree flow solver, IBOFlow, based on algorithms for coupled simulations of multiphase and
free surface flows, electromagnetic fields, and particle tracing. In IPS Virtual Paint, the IBOFlow
solver is included in the in-house package for automatic path planning, IPS. The first version of
the software was released in 2009 and the major improvement of computational speed compared to other approaches is partly due to the use of grid-free methods which in addition simplifies preprocessing. In the software, an arbitrary geometry can be painted using a moving,
pre-defined electrostatic rotary bell, where the user can set process conditions like paint flow,
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1

air flow, electrostatic droplet charge and atomizer bell rotation speed. The process conditions

1 Paint simulation in IPS

are used to compute physical inlet conditions such as paint droplet size and velocity distribu-

Virtual Paint: Paint drop-

tions and applicator inlet air flow. Validations using experimental data for test plates are excel-

lets are visualised and col-

lent. Presently, we are working on further improvements of IPS Virtual Paint as well as tools for

ored by mass, where blue

simulation of the other processes relevant to the automotive paint shop.

is small and red is larger, as
they impact on the target.

2 Geometry treatment
in IPS Virtual Paint: The
solver utilizes a Cartesian
grid that can be arbitrarily
refined around stationary
as well as moving objects.
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Guide to Load Analysis for Automotive
Applications
1 The design specifica-

Transport vehicles are exposed to dramatically different operating conditions in different parts

tions within the automo-

of the world and in different transport missions. Six leading European truck manufacturers:

tive industry are to a large

DAF, Daimler, Iveco, MAN, Scania, and Volvo, commissioned a research project to produce a

extent based on testing

guide to load analysis oriented towards fatigue design of trucks. The project was run by FCC,

and measuring loads on

with Dr P Johannesson as the project leader, in collaboration with SP Technical Research Insti-

test tracks.

tute of Sweden, Chalmers Mathematical Sciences, Fraunhofer ITWM, and the industrial partners. The complete guide was available in 2009. In 2006 an initial investigation was carried out
of current practice and future needs within load analysis, together with a survey of the stateof-the-art in load analysis for automotive applications. After this pre-study the parties agreed
on the main project.
In 2007–2009, the Guide was developed in close collaboration between all parties, including
regular meetings and annual seminars at each company. After the Introduction in the first part,
the second part of the Guide presents Methods for load analysis, describing useful methods
and how and when they should be used. The year 2009 was spent on the third part: Load
analysis in view of the vehicle design process. Below we describe this part in somewhat more
detail, starting with the philosophy of the load-strength model for reliability and robust design.
The ultimate goal for the manufacturer is to make a design that exactly meets the needs of the
customers, neither too strong nor too weak. The requirements need to be converted into for
example a certain small risk of failure, a proper safety factor, or an economical expected life. In
order to make a robust design it is as important to have good knowledge of the properties of
the customer loads, as it is to have good knowledge of the mechanical behaviour of the material and structure in question. To present load analysis in view of the truck design process, and
describe what methods are appropriate in the different design stages, it is important to consider loads on different levels: system, sub-system, and component. Functional specifications and
design goals are set on the different load levels. Here we are concerned with the durability demands in terms of reliability target for the truck, for sub-systems, and for components. It is important to follow these demands throughout the design process.
The task is to assess the customer load distribution. Apart from defining the load of interest
(e. g. the load on the steering arm), it is important to define which population it represents,
e. g. all potential customers, a specific application (e. g. timber trucks), or a specific market (e. g.
the European market). Three strategies for estimating the customer load distribution are discussed:
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1

Random sampling: Choose customers randomly, however, not necessarily with equal proba-

1 The durability specifica-

bilities, and measure their loads.

tions of trucks depend on
the transport mission. The

■■

Customer usage and load environment: Estimate the proportion driven on different road

timber truck in the pic-

types, and combine this with measurements from the different road types.

ture needs to be designed
to sustain very high pay

■■

Vehicle independent load description: Define models for customer usage, road types, driver

loads, as well as high dy-

influence, and legislation, which can then be combined with a model for the vehicle dynam-

namic loads.

ics.
The topic is to derive loads for design and verification purposes. The basic specification is the
severity of the load, which needs to be related to the design approach taken. Load time signals
can be derived using simple synthetic loads, random load models, modification of measured
signals, standardized load sequences, test track measurements, or can be defined through an
optimized mixture of test track events.
The verification process is discussed; principles of verification, generation and acceleration of
loads, and planning and evaluation of verification tests. Three verification approaches are presented:
■■

Highly Accelerated Life Testing, HALT, based on the idea that failures give more information
than non-failures and give rise to improvements regardless severities that exceed what is expected.

■■

Load-Strength analysis based on characterizing tests. Strength and load properties are investigated by characterizing experiments. Scatter and uncertainties are analysed within a statistical framework to verify the design against reliability targets by means of established safety
factors.

■■

Probability based formal procedures, with test plans based on formal consistent rules that, by
experience, give safe designs. Typically, a low quantile in the strength distribution is verified
by testing.
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Processing Tensor Data with
Higher Order PDEs
New Developments in the Visualization and Processing of Tensor
Fields, Dagstuhl, July
Dillhöfer, Alexander; Rieder, Hans;
Spies, Martin
Roboterbasierte Detektion von
Oberflächenstrukturen in komplexen Freiformflächen mittels
Luftultraschall und Methoden
der Bildverarbeitung
DGZfP-Jahrestagung 2009, Münster, May
Dimitroff, Georgi
Monte Carlo simulation in the
Heston stochastic volatility
model
Cambridge-Kaiserslautern Projektworkshop, Cambridge, February
Dimitroff, Georgi
Multi-asset Heston stochastic
volatility model
Workshop Financial mathematics
meets econometrics, Universität
Bonn, November, und Workshop
Moderne Finanzmathematik und
ihre Anwendung für Banken und
Versicherungen, Fraunhofer ITWM
Kaiserslautern, December
Dimitroff, Georgi
Shinking and Expansion under
Isotropic Brownian Flows
Monash University Melbourne,
Monash Statistical Seminar,
December
Dmitriev, Vitaly
Multiscale Finite Volume Method as Solver and as Preconditioner
Miniworkshop on Numerical Upscaling, Oberwolfach, March

Erlwein, Christina
A Regime-Switching Regression
Model for Hedge Funds
EURO 2009, 23rd European Conference on Operational Research,
Bonn, Juli, und BMBF-Meeting Alternative Investments, Fraunhofer
ITWM, Kaiserslautern, July
Erlwein, Christina
Application of hidden Markov
Models in Financial Modeling
Cambridge-Kaiserslautern Projektworkshop, Cambridge, June
Ettrich, Norman; Merten, Dirk;
Foss, Stig-Kyrre
Seismic Trace Conversions by Sincfunction Based Interpolation
71st EAGE Annual Meeting, Amsterdam, June
Feßler, Robert
Muster, Logos und Schriftzüge
aus Licht
MATERIALICA, Surface Kongress,
München, October
Geiger, Ansgar
Optimization of Power Plant Investments using (Approximate)
Dynamic Programming
EUROXXIII, Bonn, June
Geiger, Ansgar
Strategic Optimization of Power
Plant Investments
Universität Karlsruhe, June
Glatt, Erik; Rief, Stefan; Wiegmann,
Andreas
Microstructure Simulation of
Virtual Woven Filter Media
FILTECH 2009, Wiesbaden, October
Godehardt, Michael
Microstructural Analysis of a
C/SiC Ceramic based on 3d Image Data
20th International Congress on
X-Ray Optics and Microanalysis,
Karlsruhe, September
Godehardt, Michael; Altendorf,
Hellen; Wirjadi, Oliver
Lokale Vermessung von Fasersystemen: Aktuelle Entwicklungen und offene Fragestellungen an der Schnittstelle zur
Modellierung
15. QIA – Workshop Quantitative
Bildanalyse, Bissersheim, May

Hansen, Neele; Krumke, Sven
Integrating Timetabling and
Vehicle Scheduling
EUROXXIII, Bonn, June
Hansen, Neele; Krumke, Sven
The complexity of integrating
timetabling and vehicle scheduling
MAPSP, Abbey Rolduc, The Netherlands, June
Hering-Bertram, Martin; Obermaier, Harald; Kuhnert, Jörg; Keller,
Patric; Hagen, Hans
Feature-based Visualization of
Point-based Data
Dagstuhl, June
Herkt, Sabrina; Dreßler, Klaus
Nonlinear Model Reduction in
Structural Mechanics
GACM 2009, Hannover, September
Herkt, Sabrina; Dreßler, Klaus;
Pinnau, Rene
Model Reduction of Nonlinear
Problems in Structural Mechanics
ESMC EuroMech 2009, Lissabon,
September
Hietel, Dietmar
Fiber Spinnng: Modeling, Simulation and Optimization
Polyester & Intermediates Conference, Frankfurt / Main, June
Hietel, Dietmar
Filaments & Nonwovens: Modeling, Simulation and Optimization
Polyamide & Intermediates Conference, Düsseldorf, October
Iliev, Oleg
Challenges in modelling and
simulation of filtration processes
Annual Meeting of International
Society for Porous Media, Kaiserslautern, March
Iliev, Oleg
Multiscale Problems and Upscaling. Simulation of Multiscale Filtration Processes
Miniworkshop on Numerical Upscaling, Oberwolfach, March
Iliev, Oleg
On Some Upscaling Approaches
for Multiscale Industrial Problems
ExxonMobi, Houston, USA, April

Iliev, Oleg et al
Upscaling Techniques for Computing effective Coefficients for
Insulation Materials and Subgrid Techniques for Multi-scale
Filtration Problems
Workshop Fraunhofer ITWM –
Univ. Paris VI, Paris, July
Iliev, Oleg; Lakdawala, Zahra; Andrae, Heiko; Kabel, Matthias;
Dedering, Michael; Starikovicius,
Vadimas
Recent CFD Developments for
Filter Element Simulations
Annual Meeting of American Filtration Society, Minneapolis, May
Iliev, Oleg; Lakdawala, Zahra; Dedering, Michael; Ciegis, Raimondas;
Starikovicius, Vadimas; Popov, Peter
Advanced CFD simulation of filtration processes
FILTECH 2009, Wiesbaden, October
Iliev, Oleg; Lakdawala, Zahra; Rief,
Stefan, Wiegmann, Andreas
Coupled Particle Level and Filter Element Level Simulation for
Filtration Processes
FILTECH 2009, Wiesbaden, October
Iliev, Oleg; Lazarov, Raytcho;
 illems, Jörg
W
Discontinuous Galerkin FEM for
Flows in highly heterogeneous
Media
Conference Large Scale Scientific
Computation, Sozopol, June

Keller, Patric
Extracting and Visualizing
Structural Features Within Environmental Point Cloud LiDaR
Data Sets
TopoInVis‘09, Snowbird, February
Klar, Axel
Fokker-Planck Equations and
Stochastic Models for Fiber Laydown in Non-woven Production
Processes
Cambridge, April
Klar, Axel
Hierarchy of Mathematical
Models for Production Processes of Technical Textiles
GAMM-Hauptvortrag, Danzig,
February
Klar, Axel
Mathematical Models for Fiber
Dynamics in Non-woven Production Processes
Banff, July
Klar, Axel
Model Hierarchies and Optimization for Dynamic Flows on
Networks
Porto Ercole, June
Knaf, Hagen; Trinkaus, Hans
Innovation Play / Board – Knowledge, Project and Process Management
KnowTech, 11. Kongress zum ITgestützten Wissensmanagement in
Unternehmen und Organisationen,
Bad Homburg, October

Iliev, Oleg; Lazarov, Raytcho; Willems, Jörg
On an efficient Approach for
Calculating effective Properties
of Insulation Materials
Conference Large Scale Scientific
Computation, Sozopol, June

Korn, Ralf
Die Monte Carlo Methode:
Klassisches und Neues
(CM)²-Seminar, TU Kaiserslautern,
October

Ilyasov, Maxim
Reverse Time Migration using
Wavelets for Data Reduction
The International Conference
WAVELETS AND APPLICATIONS,
St. Petersburg, June

Korn, Ralf
Financial Mathematics: Between Stochastic Differential
Equations and Financial Crisis
Conference in memory of Jürgen
Lehn, METU Ankara, April

Jung, Pascal; Leyendecker, Sigrid;
Linn, Joachim; Ortiz, Michael
Discrete Lagrangian Mechanics and geometrically exact
Cosserat Rods
Multibody Dynamics, ECCOMAS
Thematic Conference, Warschau,
June

Korn, Ralf
Monte Carlo Methods and Applications in Finance and Insurance Models (6 Vorträge)
Universität Lausanne, August
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Korn, Ralf
The Decoupling Approach to Binomial Pricing of Multi-Asset
Options
TU München, Juli, und Conference
in memory of Jürgen Lehn, METU
Ankara, April

Lang, Holger; Linn, Joachim
A multibody System Modeling
Approach to Geometrically Exact Rods using Geometric Finite
Differences
ESMC EuroMech 2009, Lissabon,
September

Korn, Ralf
Theoretical Advances with Practical Use in Finance
Cambridge-Kaiserslautern Finanzmathematik Workshop, Fraunhofer ITWM Kaiserslautern, May

Lang, Holger; Linn, Joachim
A Second Order Semi-discrete
Cosserat Rod Model s uitable
for dynamic simulations in real
time
ICNAAM 09, Rethymno, September

Korn, Ralf
Moderne Monte-Carlo-Methoden für Anwendungen in der
Finanzmathematik
Workshop Moderne Finanzmathematik und ihre Anwendung
für Banken und Versicherungen,
Fraunhofer ITWM Kaiserslautern,
December

Lang, Holger; Linn, Joachim; Arnold, Martin
Multibody dynamics simulation
of geometrically exact Cosserat
rods
Multibody Dynamics 2009, ECCOMAS Thematic Conference, Warschau, July

Korn, Ralf
Worst-Case Portfolio Optimization with Applications in Finance and Insurance
Universität Bonn, November
Küfer, Karl-Heinz
Diamonds are forever – und
die Mathematik bringt sie groß
raus
Veranstaltungsreihe zum Jahr der
Wissenschaft, Fruchthalle Kaiserslautern, March
Kuhnert, Jörg; Aschenbrenner, Lars
Finite Pointset Method (FPM):
Optimized Meshfree Solver in
Gasdynamics
Fifth International Workshop on
Meshfree Methods for Partial Differential Equations, Bonn, August
Kurz, Jochen; Rieder, Hans;
S toppel, Markus; Taffe, Alexander
Control and Data Acquisition
of Automated Multi-Sensor Systems in Civil Engineering
NDTCE09 Non-Destructive Testing
in Civil Engineering, Nantes, June
Lang, Holger; Arnold, Martin
Numerical Aspects in the Dynamic Simulation of Geometrically Exact Rods
NUMDIFF 12, Halle /Saale,
September
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Latz, Arnulf
MISES-FOK: Multiskalenintegrierende Struktureigenschafts
simulation der Faserorientierung für faserverstärkte
Kunststoffe im Automobil- und
Flugzeugbau
Wing Statusseminar, “Virtuelle
Werkstoffentwicklung”, Bonn, June
Latz, Arnulf; Moritz, Tassilo;
Niedziela, Dariusz
On Numerical Simulation of
Powder Injection Molding
NAFEMS Seminar “Simulation of
Complex Flows (CFD) – Application
and Trends”, Wiesbaden, March
Latz, Arnulf; Schmidt, Sebastian
Numerical Solution of Granular
Hydrodynamics from Dilute to
Quasi-Static Flow
Powders&Grains 2009, Golden, July
Latz, Arnulf; Schmidt, Sebastian;
Niedziela, Dariusz
A new Simulation Ansatz for Industrial Granular Flows from Dilute into the Solidified Regime
29. Internationaler Austellungskongress für Chemische Technik, Umweltschutz und Biotechnologie,
Frankfurt / Main, May
Lefteriu, Sanda
Modeling Multi-port Systems
from Frequency Response Data
via Tangential Interpolation

13th IEEE Workshop on Signal
Propagation on Interconnects,
Straßburg, May
Lojewski, Carsten
The Fraunhofer Virtual Machine: A Communication Library
and Runtime System based on
the RDMA Model
ISC 2009, Hamburg, Juni
Maag, Volker; Küfer, Karl-Heinz
An Explicit Solution of the Lower Level Problems for the Cooling Layout Optimization in Injection Molding
EUROXXIII, Bonn, June
Maasland, Mark; Teutsch, Christian
Kombinierte optische Vermessung und Oberflächenprüfung
von 3D-Objekten
Fraunhofer-Vision-Seminar “Inspektion und Charakterisiserung
von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung”, Erlangen, December
Marburger, Jan
Optimal Control using Particle
Methods
GAMM 2009, Danzig, February
Mickler, Matthias; Didas, Stephan;
Rauhut, Markus; Rösch, Ronald;
Bart, Hans-Jörg
In-Line-Bildanalytik in Tropfenund Blasenströmungen
Verfahrenstechnisches Seminar, TU
Kaiserslautern, December
Mickler, Matthias; Didas, Stephan;
Rauhut, Markus; Rösch, Ronald;
Bart, Hans-Jörg
Tropfenschwarmuntersuchungen mittels Bildanalytik in Extraktionskolonnne
Seminar (CM)², TU Kaiserslautern,
November
Mohring, Jan
Parametric Reduction of Multiphysics Models
ANSYS Conference & 27th CADFEM Users’ Meeting 2009, Leipzig,
November
Monz, Michael
Vollständig interaktive Planung vonintensitätsmodulierter
Strahlentherapie
Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen, May

Müller, Marlene
A Case Study on Using Generalized Additive Models to Fit
Credit Rating Scores
useR! 2009 Conference, Rennes,
und European Meeting of Statisticians, Toulouse, July
Müller, Marlene
Index Tracking Issues
Workshop Moderne Finanzmathematik und ihre Anwendung
für Banken und Versicherungen,
Fraunhofer ITWM Kaiserslautern,
December
Müller, Ralf; Kinkel, Sven; Andrä,
Heiko; Kabel, Matthias; Steiner,
Konrad
Mikro- und Strukturmechanik zur Analyse des nichtlinearen Deformationsverhaltens von
dielektrischen und porösen
Elastomeren
CM²-Seminar, Kaiserslautern,
November
Nam, Alexander; Orlik, Julia
Homogenization for Periodic Fiber Structures with Microcontact on the Fibers. Application to the Technical Textiles
Seminar, Saint Etienne University
Jean Monnet, October
Nam, Alexander; Orlik, Julia; Andrä,
Heiko; Iliev, Oleg
Effective Mechanical Properties
of Technical Textiles via Asymptotic Homogenization
International Conference on Textile
Composites and Inflatable Structures, STRUCTURAL MEMBRANES
2009, Stuttgart, October
Natcheva-Acar, Kalina
Generic CMS /Libor Linked Product Pricer
Cambridge-Kaiserslautern Finanzmathematik Workshop, Fraunhofer ITWM Kaiserslautern, May
Natcheva-Acar, Kalina
Generische Bewertung von Zinsprodukten
Workshop Moderne Finanzmathematik und ihre Anwendung
für Banken und Versicherungen,
Fraunhofer ITWM Kaiserslautern,
December

Neunzert, Helmut
Mathematical Modeling and a
New Role for Mathematics as a
Technology
14th International Conference
on the Teaching of Mathematical Modelling and Applications,
Hamburg, July
Neunzert, Helmut
Mathematics – Engine of Innovations
Bulgarien, May
Neunzert, Helmut
Mathematik und Praxis
Fraunhofer-Kongress Mathematik
in der Praxis, Berlin, March
Neunzert, Helmut
Mathematik: Motor von Innovationen
Forschungszentrum Jülich, June
Neunzert, Helmut
Remarks an o European Master
in Industrial Mathematics
European Dissemination Conference EMP-IM 2009, TU Dresden,
September
Obermaier, Harald
Multi-Field Visualization
VisWeek‘09, Atlantic City, October
Obermaier, Harald
Stream Volume Segmentation
of Grid-Less Flow Simulation
TopoInVis ‘09, Snowbird, February
Olawsky, Ferdinand
Simulation of Nonwoven Processes
Polyester & Intermediates Conference, Frankfurt /Main, June
Orlik, Julia; Nam, Alexander; Andrä,
Heiko; Iliev, Oleg
Calculation of effective mechanical properties of technical
textile via asymptotic homogenization
International Conference on Challenges of Porous Media, Kaiserslautern
Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
A Vision to Save the Planet
Society of American Military Engineers (S.A.M.E.), Ramstein Air
Force Base, October

Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
Fraunhofer Virtual Machine
GPU4 Workshop, MTU Aero Engines GmbH, München, August
Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
FVM statt MPI
DLR Institut für Aerodynamik und
Strömungstechnik, Braunschweig,
February
Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
GenLM : License Management
for Grids and Clouds
ISC 2009, BoF. Hamburg, June
Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
Höchstleistungsrechnen auf PCClustern für industrielle Simulationsaufgaben
Universität Hamburg, January
Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
HPC at Fraunhofer
IBM Research Centre, Austin, March
Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
The Fraunhofer Cell Cluster and
Seismic Imaging
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, March
Rahn, Mirko
FVM – How to program the
Multicore
DLR Symposium: CFD on Future Architectures Braunschweig, October
Rauhut, Markus
Typischer Aufbau eines OnlineOberflächeninspektionssystems
Fraunhofer Vision Seminar “Inspektion und Charakterisiserung
von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung”, Erlangen, December
Redenbach, Claudia
Realistic models for open foams
15th Workshop on Stochastic Geometry, Stereology, and Image
Analysis, Blaubeuren, March
Repke, Sabine
On Optimal Control of a free
Surface Flow
Short communications on applications of freefem++, freefem++
workshop, Paris, September, und
GAMM 2009, Danzig, February
Repke, Sabine
Optimal Control of a 2d Stokes
Flow with Free Surface

Optimization with interfaces and
free boundaries, Regensburg, March
Rieder, Hans; Spies, Martin
Dreidimensionale UltraschallTomographie an schwer prüfbaren strukturellen Werkstoffen
DGZfP-Jahrestagung 2009, Münster, May
Rieder, Hans; Spies, Martin
Entwicklung und Anwendung eines leistungsfähigen Ultraschallverfahrens zur zerstörungsfreien Prüfung von
komplexen Bauteilen aus schwerprüfbaren Werkstoffen am
Beispiel von Schiffspropellern
Vortrag der Berthold-Preisträger
2009, DGZfP-Jahrestagung, Münster, May
Rief, Stefan
Mikrostruktursimulation faserbasierter Produkte
PTS-Forschungsforum, Modellierung und Prognose von Eigenschaften faserbasierter Produkte,
Heidenau, March
Rief, Stefan
Von der Struktur zur Eigenschaft
mittels Computersimulation
Fraunhofer MEVIS, Bremen, July
Rief, Stefan; Wiegmann, Andreas
Analysis and Optimization of
Paper Machine Clothings by
Computer Simulation
Papermaking Research Symposium
2009, Kuopio, June
Rösch, Ronald
Fehlerdetektion in texturierten
Oberflächen im praktischen
Einsatz
Fraunhofer Vision-Technologietag
2009, Kaiserslautern, October
Ruckdeschel, Peter
Nice to have in R: S4 Classes for
Distributions – and why English
& Spanish clubs still cause Traumata to Bayern München
Cambridge-Kaiserslautern Projektworkshop, Kaiserslautern, May
Ruckdeschel, Peter
Optimal Robust Kalman Filtering
Cambridge-Kaiserslautern Projektworkshop, Cambridge, June

Ruckdeschel, Peter
Perspectives of Robust Filtering
in Finance
Cambridge-Kaiserslautern Projektworkshop, Cambridge, February
Ruckdeschel, Peter
Robustness Issues in Kalman Filtering revisited
2nd International Workshop of the
ERCIM Working Group on Computing & Statistics, Limassol, October
Ruckdeschel, Peter
Robustness Issues in Kalman Filtering revisited – with R?
Universität für Bodenkultur Wien,
March
Ruckdeschel, Peter
R-Package robKalman – R. Kalman’s revenge or Robustness
for Kalman Filtering revisited
useR! 2009 Conference, Rennes,
July
Ruckdeschel, Peter
State of Affair: Robustness in
Time Series in R
ICORS 2009 Conference, Parma, June
Scheben, Rolf; Götz, Siegbert;
Spies, Martin; Rieder, Hans
Schnelle Ultraschallsimulation
mittels eines Hybridverfahrens
aus der Punktquellensynthese
und der Elastodynamischen Finiten Differenzen Methode
DGZfP-Jahrestagung 2009, Münster, May
Scherrer, Alexander
Das Berufsbild des Mathematikers
Berufsbörse 2009 Neustadt / Weinstraße, February
Scherrer, Alexander
Mathematik in Studium und
Beruf
BIT 09, Neustadt /Weinstraße, May
Scherrer, Alexander
Radiotherapieplanung zur Tumorbehandlung – Das Zusammenspiel von Simulation, Optimierung und Entscheidungsunterstützung
Workshop Simulation in der Biomaterial- und MedizintechnologieBerlin, June
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Scherrer, Alexander
Schlüsselqualifikation Mathematik
BIV 2009, Landstuhl, June
Schladitz, Katja
Analysis of Volume Images
1. Steinbeis Kolloquium, Saar
brücken, June
Schmidt, Oliver
Numerical and Symbolic MOR
Techniques Using Hierarchical
Circuit Structure
COMSON Autumn School on Future Developments in Model Order
Reduction, Terschelling, September
Schüle, Ingmar
Finding Tight RLT formulations
for Quadratic Semi-Assignment
Problems
Cologne Twente Workshop 2009,
Paris, June
Schüle, Ingmar
Synchronization of Regional
Public Transport Systems
Urban Transport, Bologna, June
Schwientek, Jan; Küfer, Karl-Heinz;
Winterfeld, Anton
Bi-criteria Multi-body Design
Centering in Presence of Guillotine Constraints
EUROXXIII, Bonn, June
Schwientek, Jan; Küfer, Karl-Heinz;
Winterfeld, Anton
Guillotine Cutting of Convex
Parametrized Bodies using Hierarchical Semi-infinite Models
7th EUROPT Workshop, Remagen,
June
Serna Hernández, Jorge Iván
Patching the Non-dominated
set in Non-convexvector Optimization
7th EUROPT Workshop, Remagen,
June
Siedow, Norbert; Feßler, Robert
Schnelles Design von Freiformlinsen
Optence-Meeting, Darmstadt, June
Siedow, Norbert; Hering-Bertram, Martin;Tse, Oliver; Wegener,
Raimund; Plontke, Stefan
Computersimulation statt
Tierversuch
Fraunhofer-Kongress Mathematik
in der Praxis, Berlin, March
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Speckert, Michael; Ruf, Nikolaus;
Dreßler, Klaus
Undesired Drift of Multibody
Models Excited by Measured
Accelerations or Forces
Multibody Dynamics 2009, ECCOMAS Thematic Conference, Warschau, June
Speckert, Michael; Ruf, Nikolaus;
Dreßler, Klaus; Müller, Roland; Weber, Christof; Weihe, Stefan
Ein neuer Ansatz zur Ermittlung
von Erprobungslasten für sicherheitsrelevante Bauteile
VDI-Tagung ‚Erprobung und Simulation in der Fahrzeugentwicklung’,
Würzburg, June
Spies, Martin; Rieder, Hans
Bildgebende Ultraschallprüfung
an Schiffspropellern
Jubiläumsvortrag, 350. Sitzung des
DGZfP-Arbeitskreises Hamburg, June
Spies, Martin; Rieder, Hans
Enhancement of the POD of
Flaws in the Bulk of Highly Attenuating Structural Materials
by Using SAFT Processed Ultrasonic Inspection Data
4th European-American Workshop
on Reliability of NDE, Berlin, June
Spies, Martin; Rieder, Hans; Dillhöfer, Alexander; Didas, Stephan
Roboter-basierte Detektion
von Oberflächenstrukturen in
komplexen Freiformflächen mit
Luftultraschall
Fraunhofer-Vision-Technologietag
2009, Kaiserslautern, October
Spies, Martin; Scheben, Rolf
Ultraschallsimulation durch
Überlagerung transienter Punktquellen-Wellenfelder – Neue
Möglichkeiten mit der Punktstrahlersynthese
DGZfP-Jahrestagung 2009, Münster, May
Steiner, Konrad
Die erträgliche Leichtigkeit der
Dinge ? – Multiskalenintegrierende Struktureigenschaftssimulation der Faserorientierung für
faserverstärkte Kunststoffe im
Automobil- und Flugzeugbau
Fraunhofer-Kongress Mathematik
in der Praxis, Berlin, March

Steiner, Konrad
Industrial Mathematics at
Fraunhofer ITWM
ESF-Workshop Mathematics & Industry, Rom, May
Steiner, Konrad
Kontinuumsmechanische Simulationssoftware
NUSIM- Multiphysics Workshop,
St. Augustin, February
Steiner, Konrad et al
Flow and Material Simulation
Activities at Fraunhofer ITWM
Workshop Fraunhofer ITWM –
Univ. Paris VI, Paris, July
Stephani, Henrike
Dimensionality Reduction and
Image Processing on Hyperspectral Terahertz Images
Advances in Knowledge-Based
Technologies Seminar, Linz, June
Stephani, Henrike
Enhancing the Interpretability
of Hyper-Spectral Terahertz Images with Unsupervised Classification
Advances in Knowledge-Based
Technologies Seminar, Linz, February
Stephani, Henrike
Enhancing the Interpretability
of Terahertz Data Through Unsupervised Classification
XIX IMEKO World Congress, Lissabon (P), September
Stephani, Henrike
Verbesserung der Interpretierbarkeit von Hyperspektralen
Terahertz Imaging Messungen
Bildverarbeitungsvortragsreihe, FH
Westküste, Heide, November
Strautins, Uldis
Flow Driven Fibre Orientation
Dynamics for Injection Moulding of Fibrereinforced Plastics
Workshop Fraunhofer ITWM –
Univ. Paris VI, July
Streit, Anja; Dreßler,Klaus; Speckert, Michael; Lichter, Jörg; Zenner,
Timo; Bach, Peter
Anwendung statistischer Methoden zur Erstellung von Nutzungsprofilen für die Auslegung von Mobilbaggern
VDI-Tagung ‚Technische Zuverlässigkeit - TTZ 2009, Leonberg, April

Süss, Philipp
Approximation of the Efficient
Frontier
Conference New Directions in Multicriteria Planning for Radiation
Therapy, Boston, October
Burkhart, Thomas; Hassinger,
Irene; Knör, Nicole; Walter; Rolf;
Latz, Arnulf; Niedziela, Dariusz;
Steiner, Konrad
Experiment, Modellierung und
Simulation des rheologischen
Verhaltens mikro- bzw. nanopartikelmodifizierter thermoplastischer Matrizes
CM²-Seminar, Kaiserslautern,
November
Tiwari, Sudarshan; Kuhnert, Jörg
Coupled FPM and Boltzmann
simulations
Indo-German Conference on Partial Differential Equations, Scientific Computing and Optimization in
Applications, IIT Kanpur, October
Trinkaus, Hans
SACA: Software Assisted Call
Analysis – Structuring, Extraction and Storage of Contents;
Retrieval, Exploration, Comparison and Clustering of Phone Dialogues
9th International Conference on
Knowledge Management and
Knowledge Technologies, Graz,
September
Trinkaus, Hans; Gaisser, Andrea;
Gebest, Hans-Joachim
SACA – Software Assisted Call
Analysis for Communications in
Health Care
International Conference on Communication in Healthcare, Miami,
October
Wagner, Björn
Die Grafikkarte als Coprozessor
für die Volumenbildverarbeitung
Bildverarbeitungsvortragsreihe, FH
Westküste, Heide, Juni, und Johan
nes Kepler Universität, Linz, July
Wenzel, Jörg
Pricing general Executive Stock
Options
Cambridge-Kaiserslautern Finanzmathematik Workshop, Fraunhofer ITWM Kaiserslautern, May

teaching activities

Wiegmann, Andreas
Design of Pleated Filters by
Computer Simulations
American Filtration and Filtration
Society Annual Meeting, Minneapolis, MN, May
Wiegmann, Andreas
Toward predicting Filtration
and Separation: Challenges and
Progress
Survey Lecture at the FILTECH
2009, Wiesbaden, October
Wiegmann, Andreas
Voxel based Material Models
and Material Property Computations
Laboratoire Jacques-Louis Lions,
Universität Paris VI, February
Wiegmann, Andreas
Simulation of DPF Media, Soot
Deposition and Pressure Drop
Evolution
FILTECH 2009, Wiesbaden, October
Wildhagen M., Bitsch Gerd,
Dreßler Klaus
Systemsimulation und Versuch
in der Trailerentwicklung
VDI-Tagung Nutzfahrzeuge,
Neu-Ulm, May
Willems, Jörg
A Numerical Subgrid Approach
for the Brinkman Problem
Miniworkshop on Numerical Upscaling, Oberwolfach, March
Wirjadi, Oliver
3D-Characterization and Modeling of Composite Materials
COMPOSITES Forum, Stuttgart,
October
Wirjadi, Oliver
Analyse der Mikrostruktur von
Faserverbundwerkstoffen
Fraunhofer Vision-Technologietag
2009, Kaiserslautern, October
Wirjadi, Oliver
Applications of Anisotropic Image Filters for Computing 2Dand 3D-fiber Orientations
10th European Congress of Stereology and Image Analysis (ECS), Mailand, June
Wirjadi, Oliver
Spatial Statistics for Tumor Cell
Counting and Classification

31st DAGM Symposium, Jena,
September
Wirsen, Andreas
Berührungslose induktive Drehmomenterfassung - Kompensation des Run-Out Effektes
Forschungsvereinigung Antriebstechnik - AK Messtechnik, Frankfurt / Main, May

Andrä, Heiko
Einführung in die BoundaryElement-methode
Universitiy of Kaiserslautern,
Summer term 2009
Böhm, Martin
Image Processing and Applications
Université de Savoie, Annecy, May
2009
Böhm, Martin
Introduction in Image Processing
Dianji University, Shanghai,
December 2009
Böhm, Martin
Numerical Methods and Applications
Dianji University, Shanghai, June
2009
Böhm, Martin
Professur für Robotik und Bild
erkennung
University of Applied Sciences,
Kaiserslautern
Dalheimer, Mathias
Grid Computing
University of Kaiserslautern, Winter
term 2009
Dimitroff, Georgi
Computational Finance
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■■ Wissenschaftlich-technischer
Rat der Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
(WTR)
Hering-Bertram, Martin
■■ EuroVis 2009 (Programmkomitee)
■■

■■

■■

Topo In Vis 2009 (Programmkomitee)
IEEE Visualization 2009 (Reviewer)
Computer Aided Design
(Reviewer)

Iliev, Oleg
■■ President-Elect of the International Society for Porous Media
■■

J. Comp. Meth. Appl. Math.
(Editor)

SIAM Multiscale Modeling and
Simulation (Appraiser)

■■

Numerical Methods for Partial
Differential Equations (Appraiser)
SIAM J. Sci. Comp. (Appraiser)
Tranport in Porous Media
(Appraiser)
Advanced Water Research
(Appraiser)

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Senat, TU Kaiserslautern
Speaker Research Center (CM)²,
TU Kaiserslautern

Mathematical Finance (Associate
Editor)

Medical Physics (Appraiser)
Zentralblatt für Mathematik
(Reviewer)
Mathematical Programming
(Appraiser)

Kuhnert, Jörg
■■ Scientific Committee, ESI Group
(Member)

Mohring, Jan
■■ GMA-Fachausschuss 1.30
Modellbildung, Identifikation
und Simulation in der Automatisierungstechnik (Member)
■■

■■

■■

Elected Member of the International Statistical Institute (ISI)
Mitglied des Ausschuss für
Ökonometrie des Vereins für
Socialpolitik
Computers & Operations Research
(Appraiser)

Mathematical Methods of
 perations Research (Associate
O
Editor)

■■

Finance and Stochastics (Guest
Editor)

Neunzert, H.
■■ Fraunhofer-Chalmers Research
Centre for Industrial Mathematics FCC (Vice Chairman of the
Board)

BMBF-Mathematik-Programm
(Commsission of consultants)
SIAM Journal on Control and
Optimization (Appraiser)

■■

■■

■■

■■

Monte Carlo Methods and
Application (Associate Editor)
Technologie-Botschafter der
Stadt und des Landkreises
Kaiserslautern

Ausschuss Fraunhofer-Carnot
Scientific Board des Winquist-
Laboratoriums, Göteborg

Mitglied des Vorstands der GOR
(Gesellschaft für Operations
Research)
Health Care Management
Science (Mitglied des Editorial
Board)
Speaker of the Board European
Working Group on Locational
Analysis (EWGLA)

Prätzel-Wolters, Dieter
■■ Resaerch Center “Center of
Mathematical and Computational Modeling CM²” der TU Kaiserslautern (Member)
■■

Advances in Acoustics and Vibration (Appraiser)

Müller, Marlene
■■ Computational Statistics
(Associate Editor)

Hochschulrat der FH Aschaffenburg

Nickel, Stefan
■■ Computers & Operations
Research (Editor-In-Chief)

■■

Blätter der DGVFM (Associate
Editor)

ERCIM News (Guest Editor)

■■

■■

Maasland, Mark
■■ Fraunhofer Allianz Vision
(Member)

1+1+1 Lehrexzellenzkommission,
TU Kaiserslautern
Stellv. Vorsitzender der
Deutschen Gesellschaft für Versicherungs- und Finanzmathematik (until April 2009)

■■

■■

Physica A (Appraiser)

Korn, Ralf
■■ Dekan, FB Mathematik,
TU Kaiserslautern

■■

Ettrich, Norman
■■ Geophysics (Appraiser)

LNCS, Springer (Appraiser)

SIAM Journal on Financial
Mathematics (Appraiser)

Küfer, Karl-Heinz
■■ Mathematics of Operations
Research (Appraiser)

■■
■■

■■

Pattern Recognition (Appraiser)

Mathematisches Forschungs
institut Oberwolfach, Report
12/2009 (Editor)

■■

■■
■■

■■

Math. Modelling and Analysis
(Editor)

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Fraunhofer-Chalmers Research
Centre for Industrial Mathematics
FCC (Boardmember)
GAMM-Fachausschuss “Dynamik
und Regelungstheorie (Member)
Graduiertenkolleg “Mathematik
und Praxis” der Technischen Universität Kaiserslautern (Member)
Präsidium und Senat der Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft (Member)
Rheinland-pfälzischer Landesforschungsschwerpunkt “Mathematik und Praxis” (Member)
Stiftungsrat “Fraunhofer-Zukunfts
stiftung” (Member)
Wissenschaftlich-technischer
Rat und Hauptkommission der
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft (Chairman)

Redenbach, Claudia
■■ Image Analysis & Stereology
(Appraiser)
■■

Communications in Statistics Theory and Methods (Appraiser)
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Rieder, Hans
■■ VDE/VDI-Fachausschuss “Nicht
lineare Systeme”

Siedow, Norbert
■■ Beraterkreis des AiFProjekts”Verteilerrinne” der HVG

Rösch, Ronald
■■ Fraunhofer Allianz Vision
(Coordination Board)

Spies, Martin
■■ IEEE Transactions on Ultrasonics,
Ferroelectrics & Frequency Control
(Appraiser)

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Fraunhofer-Innovationsthema
Leichtbau (ILBS)
Commercial Vehicle Cluster
(CVC)

■■

■■

DGM-Arbeitskreis “Tomographie”
DGM-Arbeitskreis “Quantitative
3D-Mikroskopie”
DGM-Fachausschuss “Strahllinien”
Heidelberger Bildverarbeitungsforum (Advisory Board)
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Materialkunde e.V. (DGM, Member)
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Zerstörungsfreie Prüfung e. V. (DGZfP, Member)

■■

IOP electronic Journals (Appraiser)

■■

GACR (Appraiser)

■■

Journal of the American Statistical
Association (Appraiser)

Scherrer, Alexander
■■ Physics in Medicine and Biology
(Appraiser)

Materials Evaluation (Appraiser)

■■

NDT&E International (Appraiser)

■■

Wave Motion (Appraiser)

■■

Ultrasonics (Appraiser)

■■

Acustica (Appraiser)

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Journal of Microscopy (Appraiser)
Image Analysis & Stereology
(Editorial Board and Appraiser)
Journal of the Royal Statistical
Society (Appraiser)

Schröder, Michael
■■ Computers & Operations Research
(Appraiser)
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Deutsche Gesellschaft für Zerstörungsfreie Prüfung e.V. (DGZfP, Member, Advisory Borad)
Mitglied des DGZfP Fachausschusses “Ultraschall”
Mitglied des DGZfP Fachausschusses “Hochschullehrer”

Wenzel, Jörg
■■ Zentralblatt für Mathematik
(Reviewer)
■■

Mathematical Reviews (Reviewer)

Wirjadi, Oliver
■■ IEEE Transactions on Image Processing (Appraiser)
■■

Schladitz, Katja
■■ Leichtbau-Cluster (Member)

Journal of Computational Acoustics (Appraiser)

■■

■■

Ruckdeschel, Peter
■■ Computational Statistics
(Appraiser)

Journal of the Acoustical Society
of America (Appraiser)

Journal of Computational
Statistics (Appraiser)

Zemitis, Aivars
■■ Mathematical Modelling and
Analysis, The Baltic Journal on
Mathematical Applications, Numerical Analysis and Differential
Equations (Editor)

Linn, Joachim; Moog, Mathias
(MAGMA GmbH)
Method and apparatus for describing the statistical orientation distribution of particles in
a simulation of a mould filling
process
Int. Patent WO002009003677A1,
published January 8th 2009

